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Abstract

In the classical secret-key generation model, common randomness is generated by two
terminals based on the observation of correlated components of a common source. A
key is then generated using this common randomness while keeping it secret from a
non-legitimate observer. It is assumed that the probability distribution of the source
is known to all participants. On the other hand, for secret-key generation by using a
compound source, the actual source and thus its probability distribution are unknown to
the participants. It is assumed that the actual source belongs to a compound set which is
known to the participants and does not change during the observation of the source. The
secret-key generation protocol in this case, should guarantee the reliability and security
of the generated secret-key simultaneously for all elements of the compound set.

In this work, secret-key generation based on a three-party compound source is studied
where eavesdropper’s side information is also taken into account and strong secrecy is
guaranteed. At the same time, the public communication rate constraint between the
legitimate users is part of the secret-key generation protocol. To this end, in the first
step finite compound sources are applied in the model. A single-letter lower bound of the
secret-key capacity is derived as a function of the public communication rate constraint.
The multi-letter secret-key capacity formula is computed as well, as a function of the
public communication rate constraint. In the second step the result for single-letter
lower bound is then reformulated as a region of secret-key rate versus communication
rate constraint pairs. It is shown that this region is convex, even if the compound set
is infinite. Based on this fact and by using approximation techniques, the secret-key
capacity results are then extended to arbitrary (possibly infinite) compound sources with
finite marginal sets. Furthermore, the single-letter secret-key capacity of a degraded
compound source is derived where the compound set is again arbitrary (possibly infinite)
and the set of marginals is finite.

This setup is also applied to two-party biometric authentication systems. In such
systems, the authenticity of each user is determined by comparing two secret-keys which
are generated based on the user’s biometric enrollment and authentication sequences.
These sequences are generated, based on the correlated components of a common source
whose probability distribution is unknown to the users and belongs to a compound
set. In this case, the protocol should guarantee the security and reliability of the
authentication procedure, simultaneously for all realizations of the compound source. In
this work, a single-letter secret-key rate versus privacy leakage rate capacity region of a
compound biometric authentication system is given for the case where strong secrecy
is also guaranteed. To this end, a special case of the results for three-party secret-key
compound model is applied to the biometric authentication system.
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Notation

:= To be defined as
iff If and only if
N Set of natural numbers
R Set of real numbers
R+ Set of all x ∈ R such that x ≥ 0
R++ Set of all x ∈ R such that x > 0
A,B, · · · Sets
∅ Empty set
A ⊂ B A is a subset of B
A ⊃ B A is a superset of B
Ac Complement of a set A
A− B The same as A ∩ Bc

2A Set of all subsets of a given set A
A ,G , · · · σ-Algebras, class of sets
(Ai)i∈N ∈ A Sequence of sets A1,A2, · · · all as elements of A
(Ai)i∈N ⊂ A Sequence of sets A1,A2, · · · all as subsets of A

S, Ŝ, · · · Compound source sets

X,Y, Z, U, V, Ŝ, · · · Random variables

X ,Y,Z,U ,V, Ŝ, · · · Alphabets (ranges) of random variables
PX , PY , PZ , PU , PV , PŜ , · · · Probability distributions of random variables
P(A) Family of all probability distributions with range A
P � Q P is absolutely continuous with respect to Q
‖P −Q‖ Norm-1 distance between P,Q ∈ P(X )
D(P‖Q) Kullback-Leibler divergence between P,Q ∈ P(X )
supp(·) The support set of a given probability distribution
f : X → Y Function with domain X and image f(X ) ⊂ Y
‖f‖ Cardinal number of the image of the function f
W : X → P(Y) Stochastic matrix
× Cartesian product
⊗ Tensor product (product σ-algebras or measures)
Xn Random variable (X1, X2, · · ·Xn)
xn Realization (x1, x2, · · ·xn) of random variable Xn

XnY nZn Random variable
((X1, Y1, Z1), (X2, Y2, Z2), · · · (Xn, Yn, Zn))

xnynzn Realization ((x1, y1, z1), (x2, y2, z2), · · · (xn, yn, zn))
of random variable XnY nZn

E[·] Mathematical expectation
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Notation

U −X − Y Z Markov chain
1A(·) Indicator function
log(·) Logarithm function to the base 2
exp(·) Exponential function with base 2
e Euler’s number
ln Natural logarithm function with base e
H(·) Entropy of a given random variable
h(·) Binary entropy function
I(· ; ·) Mutual information between two random variables
PW For P ∈ P(X ), W : X → P(Y)

PW ∈P(Y) and ∀y ∈ Y, PW (y) :=
∑

x∈X P (x)W (y|x)

Abbreviations

AVC Arbitrarily Varying Channel
CR Common Randomness
DMC Discrete Memoryless Channel
DMS Discrete Memoryless Source
DMMS Discrete Memoryless Multiple Source
iid independently and identically distributed
PD Probability Distribution
RV Random Variable
SK Secret-Key
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1 Introduction

Current cryptographic approaches are dependent on the computational capabilities of
the non-legitimate terminals. By increasing technological advances and computational
capabilities of adversaries, the security of transmitted information between legitimate
users can not be guaranteed for sure. In contrast, an information theoretic [1, 2] ap-
proach provides us with a framework for future coding schemes that guarantee security
independent of computational capabilities of the eavesdroppers.

Cryptographic approaches are not only dependent on the computational capabilities of
non-legitimate terminals, but also vulnerable to unknown attacks and potential security
gaps. Information theoretic security in contrast, gives an absolute guarantee on the
security of the implemented system based on a mathematical model [3].

The next generation of wireless communication systems should support applications
with very low communication latency, availability, high reliability and security. Tactile
Internet is an example of such systems which has many applications in industry, robotics,
virtual and augmented reality, and health care. To address the security aspects of such
systems, a low latency security protocol is required. The classical encryption algorithms
are implemented in the higher protocol layers of the communication systems, causing
extra delays. In contrast, information theoretic security works directly in the physical
layer and does not generate much latency. This leads to an absolute security in the sense
of secure communication and authentication of participants with very low latency. To
achieve this kind of security, new system infrastructures should be implemented to satisfy
the mentioned requirements [4,5]. As an example, this kind of security can be integrated
in the physical layer of wireless systems [6].

The information theoretic security is currently developing very fast such that leading
network operators and institutes for secure public communication have made this field
as their central research area [7, 8]. The information theoretic source model which is
investigated in this work addresses both Secret-Key (SK) generation and authentication
in such systems.

Information theoretic security was first introduced by Shannon in [2] and later by
Wyner in [9]. SK sharing by using a common source is an example of a model which is
based on information theoretic security. In this model, two terminals (Alice and Bob)
observe correlated components of a common source and communicate over a public
noiseless channel to generate a common SK. Afterwards, they can encrypt subsequent
communication using this SK. This procedure relies on the generation of a Common
Randomness (CR) which was introduced in [10] by Gács and Körner. This concept was
further used by Maurer in [11] and Ahlswede and Csiszár in [12] to determine the SK
capacity. In [13] the CR capacity was derived.

Among the available SK sharing source models, some setups are based on three-party
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1 Introduction

sources where the knowledge of transmitter (Alice), receiver (Bob), and eavesdropper
(Eve) is represented by a three-party joint Random Variable (RV). In such models, Eve’s
side information (Eve’s knowledge) is also taken into account as an RV. The SK generation
protocol in this case, should guarantee the security of the generated SK also based on
this parameter. On the other hand, if no Eve’s side information is considered, the model
is based on a two-party joint RV representing only the knowledge of Alice and Bob.

To guarantee the security of the generated SK, different kinds of secrecy conditions
are applied. In weak secrecy, only the rate of information which is leaked from the
generated SK to eavesdropper is verified. On the contrary, in strong secrecy [14], the
whole information which is leaked is considered. This concept is explained in more details,
where the SK sharing and biometric authentication models are introduced in Chapters 3
and 6 respectively.

The communication between legitimate users over the public channel can be a one-way
(forward) communication initiated by Alice or it can be a multi-way communication. In
this work, only the forward communication models are studied. The rate of forward
communication which is required to generate a shared SK can be interpreted as part of
the cost in a real system. Furthermore, the transmitted message over the public channel
is a function of marginal source representing Alice’s knowledge. Therefore, the public
communication rate can also be interpreted as a measure of information about the source
itself, which is revealed to the eavesdroppers (privacy leakage) [15,16]. This concept is
explained more where the biometric authentication systems are introduced as a closely
related problem to the SK sharing.

In [11], a three-party SK sharing source model was introduced and SK capacity bounds
were determined. In [12], a two-party SK sharing source model was introduced and
then extended to a three-party system where Eve’s side information is also taken into
account. The SK capacity was determined in this case. In both [11] and [12], only
one-way communication between legitimate users (Alice and Bob) is allowed and no
constraint is put on the public communication rate between them. Furthermore, weak
secrecy is guaranteed.

In [17], Csiszár and Narayan introduced a three-party SK sharing source model where
Alice and Bob generate a shared SK based on their observations and communication over
a public noiseless channel. Furthermore, they keep the generated key secret from Eve. In
the protocol design, the communication rate constraint between Alice and Bob is taken
into account and an exponentially strong secrecy is used in the definition of security. Both
forward and multi-way communication scenarios are investigated and SK capacities are
derived. The forward SK capacity is derived in this case as a function of communication
rate upper bound (constraint). This work is also available in [18, Theorem 17.21]. The
SK sharing is further studied in [18–25].

As a closely related problem, biometric authentication systems can also be studied
by information theoretic models [15,26]. The biometric systems are very attractive to
be used in authentication systems due to their uniqueness and almost time-invariable
characteristics. Classical non-biometric authentication systems usually work with secret
passwords or physical tokens to guarantee the legitimacy of a user. Biometric authentica-
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tion systems in contrast, use the physical characteristics and biometric measurements of
the authenticating person to guarantee the legitimacy of the person.

In [15], both two-party and three-party biometric authentication systems are studied
and capacity regions are derived. In [16], a two-party biometric authentication system is
introduced and the capacity regions are given as well, where weak secrecy is guaranteed.

Biometric authentication systems which are given in [16] consist of two phases, namely
the enrollment and authentication. In the enrollment phase, the biometric measurements
of each person are gathered and based on that an SK is generated. As the captured
biometric measurements might be affected by noise, some helper data must be used to
deal with this noisy data. Next, this helper data together with an encrypted version of
the SK is stored in a central database. In the authentication phase, the user generates
again an SK, based on his newly generated biometric sequence and the stored helper
data from the database. He encrypts the SK with the same method which was used
in the enrollment phase. The authenticity is approved if both encrypted SKs from
enrollment and authentication phases are identical. As the database is publicly available,
the challenge in this scheme is to prevent the helper data to reveal asymptotically any
information about the SK (secrecy leakage) and as low as possible information about the
biometric sequence (privacy leakage).

The privacy leakage limitation [27] is a crucial condition in biometric authentication
systems. This is because the biometric data of each person is limited and can not
be renewed in case it is stolen by an eavesdropper. A stronger condition which also
guarantees the privacy leakage rate limitation in two-party systems is the communication
rate constraint from the model in [17].

In all these models for SK generation, perfect knowledge of the source statistics is
assumed. In a more general approach, the source uncertainty should be taken into
account where the terminals do not have the knowledge of the actual realization of the
source. However, they know that the actual source belongs to a known uncertainty
(compound) set and that it remains constant during the entire observation of the source.
The SK generation protocol in this case should guarantee the security and reliability of
the generated SK simultaneously for all elements of the compound set.

In [28], a three-party finite compound source is studied where Alice’s marginal source
is fixed. A lower bound for the SK capacity is given in this case, where no communication
rate constraint is considered. In [29], a two-party finite compound source is studied. The
SK capacity is computed in this case, where again no communication rate constraint is
considered. In [30] a two-party finite compound source in a biometric authentication
system is studied and the capacity region is given. In [31], a three-party compound source
is studied in the quantum regime where the compound source is assumed to be regular
and arbitrary large (possibly infinite). The multi-letter SK capacity formula is derived
in this case, where no communication rate constraint is considered. As other related
problems, compound source coding, SK generation with Arbitrarily Varying Channels
(AVCs), compound wiretap channels, and AVC capacity are studied in [32–41].

In this work, the non-compound source model in [17], [18, Section 17.3] is extended
to a compound source system. To this end, an SK generation model for a three-party
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1 Introduction

system (Alice, Bob, and Eve) using an arbitrary (possibly infinite) compound source
is introduced where the class of marginal sources is assumed to be finite. In this case,
Eve’s side information is also taken into account. The terminals observe the compound
source and two of them (Alice and Bob) generate a shared SK by communicating over
a public noise channel. The communication is assumed to be one-way and initiated by
Alice. Furthermore, the information which is transmitted over the public channel should
not reveal asymptotically any information about the generated SK to eavesdropper. The
public communication rate constraint between Alice and Bob is further considered in
the protocol design. As the model is based on a compound source, the actual source
realization is unknown to the terminals. In this case, an estimation method such as
hypothesis testing is incorporated to find the Alice’s source (marginal).

Chapter 2 gives a short review on basics of measure theory, Lebesgue integrals,
probability theory, and Shannon theory. In Section 2.1, the fundamental definitions like
measure functions and probability measures are explained. Based on these definitions,
the Lebesgue integrals are defined in Section 2.2. This enables us to state Lemma 2.3
(Support lemma [18]) which is required in Chapters 4 and 6. In Section 2.3, some
important results which are required during this work are given. Lemma 2.6 (Blackwell et
al. [42]) is used in Chapter 5 to extend the SK capacity results based on finite compound
sources to infinite one. Lemma 2.7 (Extractor [18]) is used in Chapter 3 for showing
the existence of an SK generator. In Section 2.4, Lemma 2.9 (continuity of mutual
information [43]) is given which is required in Chapter 5 again for extension from finite
to infinite case. Finally, typical sequences are reviewed and some important propositions
from [18, Chapter 17] which are required in this work are given.

In Chapter 3, Section 3.1, a short review on SK sharing using non-compound sources
and channels is given and some known results are presented. In Section 3.2, the model
for SK generation under source uncertainty is presented. To this end, the SK generation
model for [17, Theorem 2.6], [18, Theorem 17.21] is extended to the compound setup and
the SK protocol for the compound source is introduced. In Section 3.3, the concept of
hypothesis testing as part of SK generation protocol is explained. Finally in Sections 3.4
and 3.5, Lemma 3.2 (random coding) and Lemma 3.3 (SK generator) are given. These
two lemmas are required in Chapter 4 in the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Chapter 4 gives the SK capacity results for finite compound sources. In Theorem 4.1,
a single-letter lower bound for the SK capacity of a finite compound source is derived as
a function of the communication rate constraint over the public channel. In Theorem 4.2,
the multi-letter SK capacity formula of a finite compound source is computed again
as a function of the communication rate constraint. By using Lemma 2.3 (Support
lemma [18]), some upper bounds for the alphabet size of auxiliary RVs are derived in
Section 4.3.

In Chapter 5, the SK capacity results for arbitrary (possibly infinite) compound sources
are given. In Theorem 5.1, a single-letter SK capacity formula for a degraded compound
source is derived, where the compound set may be infinite and the set of marginals is
finite (cf. [31,36]). Compared with previous theorems, this result is more practical in the
sense that the SK capacity is single-letter and also valid for infinite compound sets.
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In Section 5.2, the result from Theorem 4.1 is reformulated as an SK rate versus
communication rate region. It is shown that such regions are convex for arbitrary
(possibly infinite) compound sources. Based on this fact, the continuity of the SK rate as
a function of communication rate constraint is given. From a practical point of view, this
means that the variations of SK rate are not very large if the variations of communication
rate constraint is small enough. Moreover in Section 5.3, the continuity is required in the
proof of Theorem 5.3.

In Theorem 5.3, a single-letter lower bound for the SK capacity of an arbitrary (possibly
infinite) compound source is derived as a function of the communication rate constraint.
In Theorem 5.4, the multi-letter SK capacity formula of an arbitrary (possibly infinite)
compound source is computed as well, as a function of the communication rate constraint.

Compared with previous results, the generalization in Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 makes
them more practical in the sense that the protocol guarantees the security and reliability
of the generated SK simultaneously for infinitely many statistical states that Bob and
Eve might observe. This level of generality is particularly crucial in the sense that all
possible statistical states of the eavesdropper (possibly infinite) are taken into account.

Extending the results to an arbitrary (possibly infinite) compound source is a non-
trivial task. For this, the infinite compound source is first approximated to a sequence
of finite compound sources (approximating compound sources). Afterwards, it is shown
that the SK protocols which are used for the approximating sources, also guarantee the
achievability of the given SK rate for the infinite compound source. To this end, in
extending the results of Chapters 3 and 4 to the infinite case, the constants which are used
in the definition of the SK protocol are slightly adjusted to be universal. Furthermore,
choosing the size of the approximating source is a crucial step. If it is too small, then
the approximation error will lead to a zero SK rate and if it is too large, then the SK
generation protocol of the approximating source fails.

Finally, in Chapter 6, the compound biometric authentication models are studied and a
single-letter capacity region for a finite compound source is derived where strong secrecy
is also guaranteed. To this end, a special case of the model which is given in Chapter 3,
is incorporated into the biometric security setup to guarantee the strong secrecy of the
achievability part. Furthermore, an upper bound for the auxiliary RV is derived by using
Lemma 2.3. The upper bound depends on the size of the compound set for each given
marginal state.

The author’s publications and preprints which are used in this dissertation and appeared
in conference proceedings and journals are [44–48], [60].
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2 Fundamentals

In this chapter, some fundamental definitions and results in measure, integration, and
probability theory are shortly reviewed. Shannon’s information quantities like mutual
information and entropy are introduced. Finally, typical sequences as well as their
properties are introduced. For a complete review of these concepts, readers are referred
to [18,42,43,49–51].

2.1 Some Definitions in Measure Theory

In the following, some fundamental definitions in measure theory are given. These notions
are required to have a better understanding of probability theory and thus information
theoretical concepts. Moreover, to state Lemma 2.3, some of these definitions are needed.
The first definition introduces the σ-Algebra on a given set.

Definition 2.1. A σ-Algebra on a set X is a set A ⊂ 2X with the following properties

i) X ∈ A ,

ii) ∀A, A ∈ A ⇒ Ac ∈ A ,

iii) for any sequence (An)n∈N with An ∈ A ,

it holds
⋃
n∈N
An ∈ A .

Let G ⊂ 2X be given. The smallest σ-Algebra on the set X which is a superset of G
is denoted by σ(G ) and is called the σ-Algebra generated by G . Based on this concept,
measure functions and measure spaces are defined.

Definition 2.2. A measure µ on the σ-Algebra A ⊂ 2X , is a mapping µ : A → [0,∞]
such that

i) µ(∅) = 0,

ii) for any sequence (An)n∈N with distinct elements An ∈ A ,

it holds µ(
⋃
n∈N
An) =

∑
n∈N

µ(An).

The 3-tuple (X ,A , µ) is called a measure space. If µ(X ) = 1 then (X ,A , µ) is called
a probability space and µ is called a probability measure in this space.
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2 Fundamentals

A measure µ is called σ-finite iff

∃(Ai)i∈N ∈ A ,

∞⋃
i=1

Ai = X and µ(An) <∞.

In the next definition, topological spaces are introduced. We need this concept to
define the Borel σ-Algebra.

Definition 2.3. Let G ⊂ 2X be given. A topological space is an ordered pair (X ,G ) such
that it holds

i) ∅ ∈ G and X ∈ G ,

ii) any finite intersection of members of G belongs to G ,

iii) any arbitrary union of members of G belongs to G .

Members of the set G are called open sets.

Let the topological space (X ,G ) be given. The σ-Algebra generated by G is called the
Borel σ-Algebra on the set X and is denoted by B(X ) := σ(G ). The Borel σ-Algebra on
the set of real numbers R is simply denoted by B. In the following, some more definitions
from measure theory are given:

• Let A and A ′ be σ-Algebras on the sets X and X ′ respectively. A function
f : X → X ′ is called A /A ′-measurable iff

∀A′ ∈ A ′, f−1(A′) ∈ A .

A A /A ′-measurable function f is also denoted as

f : (X ,A )→ (X ′,A ′).

Real valued measurable functions f : (X ,A ) → (R,B) are simply called A -
measurable (instead of A /B-measurable).

• Let the measure space (X ,A , µ) and the A /A ′-measurable function f be given.
Measure µ′ which is defined in the following, is called the image measure of µ under
function f :

∀A′ ∈ A ′, µ′(A′) := µ(f−1(A′)).

• Let the measure spaces (Ω,A , µ) and (Ω,A , ν) be given. Then, ν is said to be
absolutely continuous with respect to µ and denoted by ν � µ, iff

∀A ∈ A , µ(A) = 0 ⇒ ν(A) = 0.

This notion is required to define Kullback-Leibler divergence.
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2.2 Lebesgue Integrals and Support Lemma

• Let measure spaces

(Ω1,A1, µ1), (Ω2,A2, µ2), · · · (Ωn,An, µn)

be given and µ1, µ2, · · ·µn be σ-finite. Define the set

G :=
{
A1 ×A2 × · · ·An : A1 ∈ A1, A2 ∈ A2, · · · ,An ∈ An

}
.

The generated σ-Algebra σ(G ) is called the product σ-Algebra of A1,A2, · · ·An

and is denoted by ⊗ni=1Ai = A1 ⊗A2,⊗ · · ·An.

It can be shown [49] that there exists exactly one measure µ which is σ-finite with
measure space (×ni=1Ωi, ⊗ni=1Ai, µ) such that

∀A1 ∈ A1, ∀A2 ∈ A2, · · · ∀An ∈ An, µ(A1 ×A2 × · · ·An) = µ1(A1)µ2(A2) · · ·µn(An).

The measure µ is called the product measure of µ1, µ2, · · ·µn and is denoted by

⊗ni=1µi = µ1 ⊗ µ2 ⊗ · · ·µn.

2.2 Lebesgue Integrals and Support Lemma

Let A be a σ-Algebra on the set X . For any A ∈ A , the indicator function 1A : X →
{0, 1} is given by

1A(x) :=

{
1 if x ∈ A,
0 otherwise.

For finite sequences A1,A2, · · · ,An ∈ A and α1, α2, · · · , αn ∈ R, the following function
S : X → R is called a simple function:

S(x) :=

n∑
i=1

αi1Ai(x), for all x ∈ X . (2.1)

The following lemma is required to define the Lebesgue integrals.

Lemma 2.1 ([49]). Let the real valued measurable function f : (X ,A ) → (R,B) be
given such that for all x ∈ X , f(x) ≥ 0. Then, there exists a sequence of simple functions
(Sn)n∈N with Sn : X → R+ such that for all x ∈ X ,

i) S1(x) ≤ S2(x) ≤ · · · ≤ f(x),

ii) lim
n→∞

Sn(x) = f(x).

11



2 Fundamentals

The Lebesgue integrals are defined in the following based on the concept of simple
functions. Let the measure space (X ,A , µ) be given. The Lebesgue integral is defined in
three steps:

1) The Lebesgue integral of a simple function S : (X ,A ) → (R,B) as given in
equation (2.1) is defined by ∫

Sdµ :=
n∑
i=1

αiµ(Ai).

2) Let f : (X ,A ) → (R,B) be given where for all x ∈ X , f(x) ≥ 0. It follows by
using Lemma 2.1 that there exists a sequence of simple functions (Sn)n∈N with the given
properties. The Lebesgue integral of f is defined as∫

fdµ := lim
n→∞

∫
Sndµ.

3) Finally, to define the Lebesgue integral of a function f : (X ,A )→ (R,B) in general,
define the following functions:

f+(x) := max{f(x), 0} and f−(x) := −min{f(x), 0}.

It holds that f = f+ − f−, f+(x) ≥ 0, f−(x) ≥ 0 and that the functions f+ and f− are
A -measurable. If

∫
f+dµ <∞ and

∫
f−dµ <∞, the Lebesgue integral of f is defined

by ∫
fdµ :=

∫
f+dµ−

∫
f−dµ.

Let the measure space (X ,A , µ) and the function f : X → R be given. The function
f is called integrable with respect to the measure µ iff

i) f is A −measurable,

ii)

∫
f+dµ <∞ and

∫
f−dµ <∞.

The set of all such functions is denoted by L1(X ,A , µ).
As the first practical property of Lebesgue integrals, the Fubini’s lemma is given in

the following which is useful in calculations.

Lemma 2.2 (Fubini [49]). Let the measure spaces

(Ω1,A1, µ1), (Ω2,A2, µ2), · · · , (Ωn,An, µn)

and the function

f ∈ L1(×ni=1Ωi, ⊗ni=1Ai, ⊗ni=1µi)

be given. Let also the measures µ1, µ2, · · · , µn be σ-finite. Then, it holds that∫
f d⊗ni=1 µi =

∫ ∫
· · ·
∫
f dµ1dµ2 · · · dµn.

Furthermore, the sequence of integration can be arbitrarily changed.

12



2.3 Probability Measures and Stochastic Matrices

Finally, in the following, the Support lemma [18, Lemma 15.4] is stated. This lemma
is required in Chapters 4 and 6 to specify the upper bounds for auxiliary RVs which are
used in characterization of the SK capacities.

Lemma 2.3 (Support [18]). Let continuous functions fj : P(X )→ R with j = 1, 2, · · · , k
be given. Furthermore, let µ be a probability measure defined on the Borel σ-Algebra of
P(X ). Then, there exist k probability measures Pi ∈ P(X ) and constants αi ∈ R+ with
i = 1, 2, · · · , k and

∑k
i=1 αi = 1 such that

∀j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k},
∫
fjdµ =

k∑
i=1

αifj(Pi).

2.3 Probability Measures and Stochastic Matrices

Probability spaces as special cases of measure spaces were defined in Section 2.1. RVs are
measurable functions mapping a given underlying probability space to another probability
space. Similarly as in [18], the underlying probability space in this work is denoted by
(Ω,F , µ) and is assumed to be rich enough. All RVs are assumed to be measurable
mappings from Ω to some finite alphabet (range).

As an example, consider an RV X : Ω → X which maps the underlying probability
space (Ω,F , µ) to (X ,A , PX) where A and PX are the corresponding σ-Algebra and
image measure of µ respectively. PX is called the Probability Distribution (PD) of the
RV X. Similarly as in [18], for a given A ∈ A , the probability Pr is defined as follows

Pr(X ∈ A) := µ({ω ∈ Ω : X(ω) ∈ A}) = PX(A).

Furthermore, for singletons of σ-Algebras e.g. A = {x}, the following notations are
equivalent:

Pr(X = x) := µ({ω ∈ Ω : X(ω) = x}) = PX(x).

In this work, joint PDs are always denoted in terms of the corresponding multivariate
RVs. For example, the joint PD of the RVs X,Y, and Z is denoted by PXY Z where its
marginals are PX , PY , and PZ .

Consider the underlying probability space (Ω,F , µ). The sets E1, E2, · · · En ∈ F (also
called events) are called to be independent with respect to µ iff

∀I ⊂ {1, 2, · · ·n}, µ
( ⋂
i∈I
Ei
)

=
∏
i∈I

µ(Ei).

Similarly, consider the probability spaces (Xi,Ai, PXi) with i = 1, 2, · · ·n. The RVs
X1, X2, · · ·Xn are called to be independent iff

∀Ai ∈ Ai, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · ·n}, µ
( n⋂
i=1

X−1
i (Ai)

)
=

n∏
i=1

µ
(
X−1
i (Ai)

)
.

13



2 Fundamentals

Stochastic matrices W : X → P(Y) are functions which map each x ∈ X to a PD
W (·|x) ∈ P(Y). Furthermore, let RVs X and Y be given such that for all x ∈ X , it holds
PX(x) > 0. The stochastic matrix PY |X : X → P(Y) is defined for all x ∈ X and y ∈ Y
by

PY |X(y|x) :=
PXY (x, y)

PX(x)
.

Stochastic matrices W and PY |X are also called discrete channels with input set X and
output set Y.

Let X1, X2, · · ·Xn be a sequence of RVs with range X which are mutually independent
and have the same PD PX . This sequence is an independently and identically distributed
(iid) sequence of RVs and is called a Discrete Memoryless Source (DMS). In this case, it
holds for all xn ∈ X n that

PXn(xn) = PnX(xn) :=

n∏
i=1

PX(xi).

Furthermore, an iid sequence of RVs (X1, Y1, Z1), (X2, Y2, Z3), · · · (Xn, Yn, Zn) is called
a Discrete Memoryless Multiple Source (DMMS). In this case, it holds for all (xn, yn, zn) ∈
X n × Yn ×Zn that

PXnY nZn(xn, yn, zn) = PnXY Z(xn, yn, zn) :=
n∏
i=1

PXY Z(xi, yi, zi).

In these definitions, DMSs or DMMSs are used (observed) n times independently and
with the same PD.

Similarly, let a stochastic matrix (discrete channel) W : X → P(Y) be used n times
independently. Define the sequence of channels

(
Wn : X n → P(Yn)

)
n∈N as:

Wn(yn|xn) :=
n∏
i=1

W (yi|xi),

where (xn, yn) ∈ X n × Yn. The sequence
(
Wn : X n → P(Yn)

)
n∈N is called a Discrete

Memoryless Channel (DMC).
To determine the difference between different PDs, the following quantities are intro-

duced. The first one is the norm-1 distance. It is defined between two PDs P,Q ∈ P(X )
as follows

‖P −Q‖ :=
∑
x∈X
|P (x)−Q(x)|.

The second quantity is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. By using the convention
0 log 0 = 0 log 0/0 = 0, it is defined between two PDs P,Q ∈ P(X ) as follows

D(P‖Q) :=

{∑
x∈X P (x) log P (x)

Q(x) if P � Q,

∞ otherwise.
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2.3 Probability Measures and Stochastic Matrices

It can be shown [18] that the Kullback-Leibler divergence is always non-negative
D(P‖Q) ≥ 0. In contrary to norm-1 distance, the Kullback-Leibler divergence is not
commutative.

In the following, two practical inequalities are given. The first lemma is required in
the calculations. The second one gives a better understanding of the relation between
the norm-1 distance and Kullback-Leibler divergence.

Lemma 2.4 (Markov inequality [50]). Let X be an RV and the function f : [0,∞)→ [0,∞)
be monotonically increasing. Then, it holds for all ε > 0 with f(ε) > 0 that

Pr(|X| ≥ ε) ≤
E
[
f(|X|)

]
f(ε)

.

Lemma 2.5 (Pinsker inequality [18]). Let p, q ∈ P(A) be given. Then, it holds

1

2 ln 2
‖ p− q ‖2≤ D(p ‖ q).

Next, a useful lemma [42, Lemma 4] is given in the following for approximating an
infinite class of stochastic matrices by a finite one. This lemma is used in Chapter 5
when the SK capacity results for infinite compound sources are derived.

Lemma 2.6 (Blackwell [42]). Let S be an arbitrary set and possibly infinite and {Ws :
X → P(U)}s∈S be a family of stochastic matrices. Then, for every l ∈ N with l ≥ 2|U|2,
there exists a family of stochastic matrices {Ws′ : X → P(U)}s′∈S′ with a finite set S ′,
such that |S ′| ≤ (l + 1)|X×U|, where the following properties hold:

∀s ∈ S, ∃s′ ∈ S ′, ∀x ∈ X , ∀u ∈ U ,

|Ws(u|x)−Ws′(u|x)| ≤ 1

l
|U|,

Ws(u|x) ≤ e2|U|2/lWs′(u|x).

Next lemma [18, Lemma 17.3] provides a tool for proving the existence of an SK
generator. This lemma is used in Chapter 3 to show that the generated SK guarantees
all security criteria.

Lemma 2.7 (Extractor [13, 18]). Let ε, η, λ ∈ R++ and k ∈ N be given and U be an RV
taking its values in U . If PU ({u ∈ U : PU (u) ≤ 1

λ}) ≥ 1− η, then for a randomly selected
function κ : U → {1, 2, · · · , k}, it holds that

Pr
(∥∥κ(PU )− P0

∥∥ > ε+ 2η
)
≤ 2ke

−λε
2(1−η)

2k(1+ε) ,

where P0(i) = 1/k for all i = 1, 2, · · · k. Random selection means that the κ(u), u ∈ U are
chosen iid uniformly.
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2.4 Shannon’s Information Quantities

The Shannon’s information quantities such as entropy and mutual information are defined
in the following. Again in all definitions which follow, we use the convention that
0 log 0 = 0 log 0/0 = 0. For RV X with range X , the entropy is defined as

H(X) := −
∑
x∈X

PX(x) logPX(x).

If the alphabet is binary e.g. X = {0, 1} with PX(0) = p and PX(1) = 1 − p, the
entropy is given as a function of p and is called the binary entropy function. The binary
entropy function is denoted by h(p), where

h(p) := −p log p− (1− p) log(1− p).

Next, for RVs X and Y with ranges X and Y respectively, the conditional entropy is
defined by

H(Y |X = x) := −
∑
y∈Y

PY |X(y|x) logPY |X(y|x),

H(Y |X) :=
∑
x∈X

PX(x)H(Y |X = x).

The mutual information is defined as

I(X;Y ) :=
∑

(x,y)∈X×Y

PXY (x, y) log
PXY (x, y)

PX(x)PY (y)
.

By definition, mutual information can be expressed as Kullback-Leibler divergence
between PXY and PX ⊗ PY :

I(X;Y ) = D(PXY ‖PX ⊗ PY ).

By this interpretation, mutual information is a quantity which measures the dependency
between RVs X and Y . If X and Y are independent, then I(X;Y ) = 0.

Similarly, for RVs X,Y, and Z with ranges X ,Y, and Z respectively, the conditional
mutual information is defined as

I(X;Y |Z = z) :=
∑

(x,y)∈X×Y

PXY |Z(x, y|z) log
PXY |Z(x, y|z)

PX|Z(x|z)PY |Z(y|z)
,

I(X;Y |Z) :=
∑
z∈Z

PZ(z)I(X;Y |Z = z).

Remark. The following relations hold

H(X,Y ) = H(X) +H(Y |X) (Chain Rule),

I(X;Y,Z) = I(X;Y ) + I(X;Z|Y ) (Chain Rule),

I(X;Y |Z) = H(X|Z)−H(X|Y,Z),

I(X;Y ) ≥ 0, H(Y ) ≥ H(Y |X), H(X) = I(X;X) ≥ 0.
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2.5 Typical Sequences

An upper bound for conditional entropy is a useful tool which is required in Chapters 4
and 6 for the proof of converse. The Fano’s inequality gives such an upper bound.

Lemma 2.8 (Fano’s inequality [18]). Let RVs X and X̂ with range X be given. Let also
pe := Pr{X 6= X̂} give the error probability. Then, it holds that

H(X|X̂) ≤ h(pe) + pe log(|X | − 1).

Finally, in the following lemma, the continuity of mutual information as a function of the
joint PD PXY is given. In this kind of continuity which is also a uniform continuity [52],
large variations of I(X;Y ) is to be excluded if the joint PD PXY only variates minimally.

Lemma 2.9 ([43]). Let (X,Y ) and (X ′, Y ′) be two pairs of RVs taking values in X × Y
with PDs PXY and PX′Y ′ respectively. Furthermore, let γ := 1

2‖PXY − PX′Y ′‖ and
γ ≤ 1− 1

|X×Y| . Then, it holds that

|I(X;Y )− I(X ′;Y ′)| ≤ 3γ log(|X × Y| − 1) + 3h(γ).

This lemma is an alternative to Alicki-Fannes inequality in quantum regime [53].

2.5 Typical Sequences

For the typical sequences and their related sets, the same definitions as in [18, Chapters
2 and 17] are taken. Let N(x|xn) give the number of repetitions of an element x in the
sequence xn and N(x, y|xn, yn) the number of repetitions of the pair (x, y) in the pair
sequence (xn, yn). For RV X and ε > 0, the set of typical sequences is given by

T n[X]ε :=
{
xn ∈ X n : ∀x ∈ X ,∣∣PX(x)− 1

n
N(x|xn)

∣∣ ≤ ε ∧
(
PX(x) = 0⇒ N(x|xn) = 0

)}
.

Furthermore, for two RVs X and Y , stochastic matrix PY |X : X → P(Y), and ε > 0,
define

T n[XY ]ε :=
{

(xn, yn) ∈ X n × Yn : ∀(x, y) ∈ X × Y,∣∣PXY (x, y)− 1

n
N(x, y|xn, yn)

∣∣ ≤ ε
∧

(
PXY (x, y) = 0⇒ N(x, y|xn, yn) = 0

)}
,

T n[Y |X]ε(x
n) :=

{
yn ∈ Yn : ∀(x, y) ∈ X × Y,∣∣ 1

n
N(x|xn)PY |X(y|x)− 1

n
N(x, y|xn, yn)

∣∣ ≤ ε
∧

(
PY |X(y|x) = 0⇒ N(x, y|xn, yn) = 0

)}
,

T n[XY ]ε(x
n) :=

{
yn ∈ Yn : (xn, yn) ∈ T n[XY ]ε

}
.
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In the following, some propositions from [18, Lemma 17.8 (Typicality)] are given which
will be used through out this work in the proofs.

Lemma 2.10 ( [18]). Let U,X, and Y be RVs taking their values in U ,X , and Y
respectively. Assume 0 < ξ < ζ < σ, and τ > 0 are all in R and n ∈ N. Then, it holds
that

1. ∀xn ∈ T n[X]ξ, T n[XY ]ζ(x
n) ⊃ T n[Y |X]ζ−ξ(x

n).

2. PnX(T n[X]ξ) ≥ 1− 2|X |e−2ξ2n.

3. If un ∈ T n[U ]ξ then PnX|U (T n[UX]ζ(u
n)|un) ≥ 1− 2|U||X |e−2(ζ−ξ)2n.

4. ∀τ > 0, ∀ξ > 0 sufficiently small, and ∀xn ∈ T n[X]ξ, it holds

∣∣− 1

n
logPnX(xn)−H(X)

∣∣ < τ.

5. ∀τ > 0, ∀ξ > 0 sufficiently small, and ∀(un, xn) ∈ T n[UX]ξ, it holds

∣∣− 1

n
logPnX|U (xn|un)−H(X|U)

∣∣ < τ.

6. ∀τ > 0, ∀ξ > 0 sufficiently small, and ∀n ∈ N sufficiently large, it holds∣∣ 1
n

log |T n[X]ξ| −H(X)
∣∣ < τ.

7. ∀τ > 0, ∀ζ > 0 sufficiently small, ∀n ∈ N sufficiently large, and ∀un with
T n[UX]ζ(u

n) 6= ∅ it holds

∣∣ 1
n

log |T n[UX]ζ(u
n)| −H(X|U)

∣∣ < τ.

8. For Markov chain U −X − Y and ∀(un, xn) ∈ T n[UX]ξ it holds

PnY |X
(
T n[UXY ]σ(un, xn)|xn

)
≥ 1− 2|U||X ||Y|e−2(σ−ξ)2n.

9. ∀τ > 0, ∀ζ > 0 sufficiently small, ∀n ∈ N sufficiently large, and ∀yn ∈ Yn, if
T n[XY ]ζ(y

n) 6= ∅, then it holds∣∣∣− 1

n
logPnX

(
T n[XY ]ζ(y

n)
)
− I(X;Y )

∣∣∣ < τ.

10. ∀τ > 0, ∀σ > 0 sufficiently small, ∀n ∈ N sufficiently large, and ∀(un, yn) ∈ Un×Yn,
if T n[UXY ]σ(un, yn) 6= ∅, then it holds

∣∣− 1

n
logPnX|U

(
T n[UXY ]σ(un, yn)|un

)
− I(X;Y |U)

∣∣ < τ.
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2.5 Typical Sequences

Remark. Some of the propositions which are stated in 2.10, [18, Lemma 17.8 (Typicality)]
do not specify directly the exact size of constants 0 < ξ < ζ < σ, and τ > 0 or the length
of sequences n ∈ N. The inequalities are mostly stated for 0 < ξ < ζ < σ sufficiently
small and/or for n large enough. In Chapters 3 and 4, the SK generation protocol is
designed by taking these values into account. The size of these constants are particularly
essential, when the results are extended in Chapter 5 to the case where the compound
source is infinite.

In the following, the size of constant τ > 0 is given as a function of ξ, ζ, σ and/or
sequence length n together with other constant quantities.

a) In Lemma 2.10.4:

τ =
ξ

µX
H(X), (2.2)

where µX = min
x∈supp(PX)

PX(x).

b) In Lemma 2.10.5:

τ =
ξ

µUX
H(X|U), (2.3)

where µUX = min
(u,x)∈supp(PUX)

PUX(u, x).

c) In Lemma 2.10.6:

τ =
|X |
n

log(n+ 1)− |X |ξ log ξ. (2.4)

d) In Lemma 2.10.7:

τ =
|U||X |
n

log(n+ 1)− |U||X |ζ log
4ζ2

|X |
. (2.5)

e) In Lemma 2.10.9:

τ =
ζ|Y|
µX

H(X) +
|X ||Y|
n

log(n+ 1)− |X ||Y|ζ log
4ζ2

|X |
, (2.6)

where µX = min
x∈supp(PX)

PX(x).

f) In Lemma 2.10.10:

τ =
σ|Y|
µUX

H(X|U) +
|U||X ||Y|

n
log(n+ 1)− |U||X ||Y|σ log

4σ2

|X |
, (2.7)

where µUX = min
(u,x)∈supp(PUX)

PUX(u, x).
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Finally, the next two lemmas from [18, Corollaries 17.9A and 17.9B] are required to
show that the encoders in SK protocol which is given in Chapter 3 exist.

Lemma 2.11 ( [18]). Let RVs U and X take their values in U and X respectively.
Consider N = exp(nR) sequences unl with l ∈ L := {1, 2 · · ·N}, which are independently
drawn by a PD PnU , such that it holds

I(U ;X) < R.

Then for all τ ∈ (0, R− I(U ;X)), all ζ > 0 sufficiently small, all n ∈ N sufficiently large,
and all xn such that T n[UX]ζ(x

n) 6= ∅, it holds that∣∣∣∣ 1n log
∣∣∣{l ∈ L : unl ∈ T n[UX]ζ(x

n)
}∣∣∣− (R− I(U ;X)

)∣∣∣∣ < τ,

with a probability approaching one, doubly exponentially fast.

Lemma 2.12 ([18]). Let RVs U, V, and X take their values in U ,V, and X respectively.
Consider N = exp(nR) sequences vnl with l ∈ L := {1, 2 · · ·N}, which are conditionally
independently drawn by a PD PnV |U (.|un) for a given un ∈ Un, such that it holds

I(V ;X|U) < R.

Then for all τ ∈ (0, R − I(V ;X|U)), all σ > 0 sufficiently small, all n ∈ N sufficiently
large, and all xn such that T n[UV X]σ(un, xn) 6= ∅, it holds that∣∣∣∣ 1n log

∣∣∣{l ∈ L : vnl ∈ T n[UV X]σ(un, xn)
}∣∣∣− (R− I(V ;X|U)

)∣∣∣∣ < τ,

with a probability approaching one, doubly exponentially fast. This holds uniformly for
all given un ∈ Un.

Similarly as in Lemma 2.10, the constant τ and sequence length n are not explicitly
specified in Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12 from [18, Corollaries 17.9A and 17.9B]. However,
by using equations (2.6) and (2.7) in the proofs of these two lemmas, the constant τ is
computable as a function of ζ, σ, the sequence length n, and other constant quantities as
follows.

g) In Lemma 2.11:

τ =
ζ|X |
µU

H(U) +
|U||X |
n

log(n+ 1)− |U||X |ζ log
4ζ2

|U|
, (2.8)

where µU = min
u∈supp(PU )

PU (u).
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h) In Lemma 2.12:

τ =
σ|X |
µUV

H(V |U) +
|U||V||X |

n
log(n+ 1)− |U||V||X |σ log

4σ2

|V|
, (2.9)

where µUV = min
(u,v)∈supp(PUV )

PUV (u, v).

The size of constant τ is again required in Chapters 3 and 4 in the protocol design
and also in Chapter 5 for extending the results to the case where the compound set is
infinite.
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3 Secret-Key Generation and Compound
Sources

In this chapter, a mathematical model for SK generation using compound sources is
presented. The hypothesis testing is further applied to this SK model for the case when
the set of marginals is finite. Next, a coding scheme is introduced to generate the CR
between Alice and Bob. Finally, the existence of an SK generator is shown which works
for all elements of the compound source.

3.1 Secret-Key Generation with Perfect Knowledge of Source
or Channel

In this section, a very short review on SK generation using non-compound sources (or
channels) is given [18, Section 17.3], [17]. In this case the source (or channel) is perfectly
known to all participants. Two main approaches are source and channel models.

In the source model, Alice, Bob, and Eve observe a DMMS XY Z ∈ P(X × Y × Z)
for a time duration n so that their knowledge is given by Xn, Y n, and Zn respectively.
Alice and Bob generate an SK based on their knowledge, using randomization, and
communication over a public noiseless channel.

In the channel model, Alice selects the inputs represented by RV X. Based on a
DMC W : X → P(Y × Z), Bob observes the Y -output and Eve observes the Z-output.
Similarly as in source model, Alice and Bob generate an SK based on their knowledge,
randomization, and communication over a public noiseless channel.

In both models (source and channel), Eve can observe all public communications
between Alice and Bob, however she is not allowed to make any changes in the transmitted
information.

There are in general two kinds of SK generation protocols for both channel and source
models. In the first approach, the public communication between Alice and Bob is
unrestricted and might be interactive (multi-way). In this case both Alice and Bob are
allowed to transmit messages over the public noiseless channel in several rounds. In the
second approach, only forward (one-way) communication initiated by Alice is allowed.
More details and exact definitions of SK protocols, rate achievability and SK capacity in
each case are available in [18, Section 17.3].

In the following two bounds for source and channel models are given where public
communication is unrestricted [18, Theorem 17.17]. In this case Alice and Bob might
communicate interactively as many times as they wish.
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Theorem 3.1 ([18]). The SK capacity of an unrestricted source model with DMMS
XY Z is bounded by:

I(X;Y )−min
{
I(X;Z), I(Y ;Z)

}
≤ Csk ≤ I(X;Y |Z). (3.1)

For an unrestricted channel model with DMC W : X → P(Y × Y) the bounds for the SK
capacity are given as follow:

max
{
I(X;Y )−min

{
I(X;Z), I(Y ;Z)

}}
≤ Csk ≤ max

{
I(X;Y |Z)

}
,

where the max is taken over all RVs X,Y, and Z such that PY Z|X = W .

The following result [18, Theorem 17.21], [17] is given for a source model based on a
forward public communication initiated by Alice.

Theorem 3.2 ([18]). Consider the SK source model with DMMS XY Z and a one-way
communication over a public noiseless channel with communication rate upper bound
Γ ∈ (0,∞]. Then, it holds that

Csk(Γ) = max
U,V

{
I(V ;Y |U)− I(V ;Z|U)

}
,

where the max is taken over all RVs U and V such that it holds:

U − V −X − Y Z and I(V ;X|Y ) ≤ Γ.

Furthermore, it may be assumed that V = (U, V ′) where both U and V ′ have alphabet size
of at most |X |+ 1

In this dissertation only source models with forward public communication are consid-
ered. We will extend the result from Theorem 3.2 to compound sources in Chapters 4
and 5. In this case, the actual statistics of the source is unknown to the participants.

3.2 Mathematical Model with Compound Sources

In this section, the SK generation model based on a compound source is introduced. To
this end, the non-compound source model with forward public communication from [12,
17,18] which was shortly introduced in Section 3.1 is extended to the compound setup.

Let an arbitrary set (possibly infinite) of 3-party DMMSs be given by a sequence of
generic RVs S := {XY Z, s}s∈S where S is the set of source indices. Let also all sources
in S take their values in the finite set X × Y × Z. The set of all marginal RVs Xŝ

corresponding to S whose PDs for some s ∈ S are given by

PXŝ(·) =
∑

y∈Y,z∈Z
PXY Z,s(·, y, z),

is denoted by Ŝ := {Xŝ}ŝ∈Ŝ . The sets Ŝ and Ŝ are called the set of marginals and
marginal indices respectively and are assumed to be always finite in this work.
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3.2 Mathematical Model with Compound Sources

S =
⋃

ŝ∈Ŝ I(ŝ)

Finite no. of marginals Xŝ

Figure 3.1: Informal illustration of an example of a set of 3-party discrete memoryless
multiple sources

Similarly as in [29], for each Xŝ ∈ Ŝ, the set of all DMMSs XY Z, s ∈ S whose marginal
is Xŝ, is denoted by I(ŝ) =

{
XY Z, s

}
s∈I(ŝ)

and is given by

I(ŝ) :=
{
XY Z, s ∈ S : ∀x ∈ X ,

∑
y∈Y

∑
z∈Z

PXY Z,s(x, y, z) = PXŝ(x)
}
. (3.2)

The set I(ŝ) is the index set of I(ŝ). It holds by definition that for all ŝ ∈ Ŝ,

I(ŝ) ⊂ S.

Figure 3.1 depicts an informal illustration of an example of such an arbitrary (possibly
infinite) set S = {XY Z, s}s∈S of 3-party DMMSs with a finite set Ŝ := {Xŝ}ŝ∈Ŝ of

marginals. The horizontal axis represents the marginal RVs Xŝ ∈ Ŝ. The vertical axis
represents the corresponding DMMSs XY Z, s for each marginal Xŝ. Therefore, each bar
in figure 3.1 represents a set I(ŝ) ⊂ S. The set S can be described as the union of all
I(ŝ).

Next, we use this set S of 3-party DMMSs to define the compound sources and SK
generation procedure. Figure 3.2 shows the SK generation model which is used throughout
this work. Transmitter (Alice), receiver (Bob) and eavesdropper (Eve) observe a DMMS
which belongs to the set S = {XY Z, s}s∈S for time duration n ∈ N. Therefore, RVs
Xn
ŝ , Y

n
s and Zns represent their initial knowledge respectively for the marginal index

ŝ ∈ Ŝ and source index s ∈ I(ŝ).
It is assumed that all terminals know the set S as well as its statistics i.e. PDs
{PXY Z,s}s∈S . However, they do not know which element of S is the actual realization.
They only know that the actual PD of the source belongs to the set {PXY Z,s}s∈S . This
set S of sources with the mentioned properties is called a compound source.

Furthermore, as part of the model, a noiseless public channel between all participants
is given. Communication over such channels is noiseless in the sense that the transmitted
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S = {XY Z, s}s∈S

Alice BobEve

Xn
ŝ Zn

s Y n
s

Public Noiseless Channel

Compound DMMS

fc(X
n
ŝ ) fc(X

n
ŝ ) fc(X

n
ŝ )

KA KB

CRCR

Figure 3.2: Secret-key generation protocol for compound DMMS model

and received messages are identical. Furthermore, as the channel is public, Eve receives
the transmitted messages too. In this work, only a one-way communication over the
public noiseless channel, initiated by Alice, is allowed. Furthermore, similarly as in [17]
and [18, Section 17.3], the communication rate is upper bounded by some parameter
Γ > 0 and in all SK generation protocols in this model, the public communication rate
should be lower than Γ. To this end, the coding scheme which is given in Section 3.4
works with respect to this parameter. This problem for the case where no communication
constraint is given i.e. Γ = ∞ is a special case of this model and is easier to solve. A
non-compound version is stated in [18, Problem 17.15b].

As RVs Xn
ŝ and Y n

s are correlated, Alice and Bob may generate some CR by using their
initial knowledge (i.e. Xn

ŝ and Y n
s respectively) and communicating over this noiseless

public channel. The message which is transmitted over the public channel is a function
of Alice initial knowledge and is denoted in Figure 3.2 by fc(X

n
ŝ ). Eventually, after

generating the CR, Alice and Bob have the goal to generate a shared SK KA = KB based
on the CR while keeping it secret from Eve. The following definition gives a more precise
description of this procedure.

Definition 3.1. A one-way SK generation protocol with compound source set S =
{XY Z, s}s∈S consists of the following two steps:

• After observing Xn
ŝ , Alice transmits a message fc(X

n
ŝ ) to Bob over the public

noiseless channel. fc is called public communication function.1

• Next, Alice generates an SK, represented by an RV KA, based on her knowledge
Xn
ŝ and Bob generates an SK, represented by an RV KB, based on his knowledge

(Y n
s , fc(X

n
ŝ )). KA and KB take their values in K.

1Similarly as in [18, Problem 17.15(a)], it can be shown that a randomized fc in the one-way SK
generation protocol does not increase the SK capacity. Therefore, the communication function fc is
assumed to be a deterministic function of Xn

ŝ and no randomization is considered here.
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3.2 Mathematical Model with Compound Sources

As the communication over the public channel is overheard by Eve, this should not
reveal any information about the SK (secrecy leakage). Moreover, the generated SK
should have a uniform distribution. Combining these two criteria together leads to a
compact notion, called security index, which was first introduced in [20] and is given in
the following.

Definition 3.2. For RVs KA and V , taking values in the sets K and V respectively, the
security index is given by

S(KA|V ) := log(|K|)−H(KA) + I(KA;V ).

In the context of Definition 3.2, KA represents the SK and V Eve’s knowledge. This
short notion is a powerful tool which can be used to describe both strong secrecy [14]
and the uniformity of the generated SK. The next definition, uses this concept to define
an achievable SK rate and capacity of a compound source.

Definition 3.3. A number Rsk ∈ R+ is an achievable SK rate using the compound source
S = {XY Z, s}s∈S and a one-way communication over the public noiseless channel with
rate constraint Γ ∈ (0,+∞], iff for all δ > 0, there exists an n0 > 0 such that for all
n ∈ N, n ≥ n0, there exists an SK generation protocol with public communication function
fc, giving rise to the RVs KA and KB with values in K, for which it holds for all s ∈ S:

1

n
log ‖fc‖ < Γ + δ, (3.3)

Rsk <
1

n
log |K|+ δ, (3.4)

Pr(KA 6= KB) < δ, (3.5)

S(KA|Zns , fc(X
n
ŝ )) < δ. (3.6)

The SK capacity Csk(S,Γ) is defined to be the supremum of all achievable SK rates.
If there is no communication rate constraint, i.e. Γ = ∞, then condition (3.3) in the
definition is inactive and the capacity is denoted by Csk(S).

Remark. Similarly as in [17, 18], the communication rate constraint is also part of
Definition 3.3. This is because, in a realistic model where the communication cost is an
important parameter, the information exchange rate between the terminals is restricted.

Furthermore, Condition (3.6) of Definition 3.3 guarantees the strong secrecy. This is
because, in Definition 3.2, the whole leaked information to eavesdropper i.e. I(KA;V ) is
considered. Meanwhile, in models with weak secrecy, only the rate of leaked information
i.e. n−1I(KA;V ) is taken into account.

In the next sections of this chapter, we introduce the hypothesis testing and give some
technical lemmas for random coding and SK generation. The SK capacity results are
given in Chapters 4 and 5. In Theorem 4.1, in Chapter 4, a lower bound for SK capacity
of a finite compound source is given as a function of the communication rate constraint.
In the proof of that theorem, the techniques and lemmas from Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5
are required.
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3 Secret-Key Generation and Compound Sources

3.3 Hypothesis Testing and Marginal Estimation

As mentioned in Section 3.2, in a compound source model, Alice, Bob, and Eve know that
the actual source belongs to a known set S. As given in Definition 3.3, any SK generation
protocol, which is to achieve a given SK rate R > 0, should work for all elements of the
compound source S. In this section, we incorporate the hypothesis testing technique to
this setup for the case when the set of marginals Ŝ is finite.

Let Xŝ ∈ Ŝ be the actual marginal RV of the compound source and all other Xs̃ ∈
Ŝ− {Xŝ} be the wrong marginals. Alice estimates the marginal PD PXŝ by observing
a sample xn and using hypothesis testing. Similarly as in [29], she transmits then the
marginal index ŝ along with other information related to her observation over the public
channel to Bob. By doing this, Alice and Bob would know the actual PD of the marginal
RV with a probability exponentially close to one [54]. They may then simplify the design
of the encoder and decoder of the SK generation protocol. In this case, it is sufficient that
the coding scheme works only for the estimated marginal RV Xŝ instead of all elements
of the set of marginals Ŝ.

By knowing the actual marginal source Xŝ ∈ Ŝ, the actual source XY Zs ∈ S itself is
not necessarily known to the terminals. However, by definition in (3.2), it is known that
XY Zs ∈ I(ŝ) ⊂ S. Therefore, it is sufficient that the coding scheme works only for all
XY Zs ∈ I(ŝ) instead of all elements of the bigger set S.

The following lemma from [18, Problem 2.13(b)] shows how to define a hypothesis test
and distinguish the actual marginal Xŝ ∈ Ŝ from other marginals Xs̃ ∈ Ŝ− {Xŝ}.

Lemma 3.1 ([18]). Let ε > 0 and RV Xŝ ∈ Ŝ with range X be given. Let also Xs̃

be any RV in Ŝ − {Xŝ} with the same range X . Then, there exists a sequence of sets
(An)n∈N ⊂ X n such that

lim
n→∞

1

n
log
(
1− PnXŝ(An)

)
≤ −ε,

1

n
logPnXs̃(An) ≤ − min

P :D(P‖PXŝ )≤ε
D(P‖PXs̃).

Lemma 2.5 gives the relationship between Kullback-Leibler divergence D and norm-1
distance between PDs.

Let RV Ŝ with range Ŝ (cf. Section 3.2, set of marginal indices) represent the outcome
of the hypothesis test. Based on the test which is given in Lemma 3.1, the following
bounds for PD PŜ are given:

PŜ(ŝ) ≥ 1− exp(−nc0), (3.7)

∀s̃ ∈ Ŝ − {ŝ}, PŜ(s̃) ≤ exp(−nc1), (3.8)

where c0, c1 > 0 are constants.
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3.4 Random Coding Scheme

3.4 Random Coding Scheme

As seen in Section 3.3, the actual marginal source PD PXŝ can be estimated by Alice
with a probability close to one. Therefore, in the following lemma the marginal source
Xŝ is assumed to be fixed. The encoder and decoder schemes which are introduced
should work simultaneously for all elements of the compound set I(ŝ). In this section,
the compound set I(ŝ) is assumed to be finite. This coding scheme is required in the
proof of Theorem 4.1, in Chapter 4.

Similar techniques which are used in the non-compound versions in [18, Lemma
17.22], [17], are used in the proofs and extended to the compound setup. For completeness,
all proofs in detail are presented. Assume in Lemma 3.2, if the values in the equations (3.9),
(3.10), (3.11), and (3.12) are not integer numbers, then the smallest integer which is
larger than the given expression is taken.

Lemma 3.2. Let δ > 0 be given. Let Alice’s marginal index ŝ ∈ Ŝ be given and RVs Xŝ

and Ys with s ∈ I(ŝ), take their values in X and Y respectively. Let also RVs Uŝ and Vŝ
with ranges Uŝ and Vŝ respectively be given such that for all s ∈ I(ŝ) the Markov chains
Uŝ − Vŝ −Xŝ − Ys hold.

Assume Nŝ,1Nŝ,2 random sequences unij(ŝ) ∈ Unŝ , chosen independently according to
PD PnUŝ, are given and known to Alice and Bob where

i ∈ I :=
{

1, 2, · · · , Nŝ,1

}
,

j ∈ J :=
{

1, 2, · · · , Nŝ,2

}
,

Nŝ,1 := exp
[
n
(

max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) + 3δ
)]
, (3.9)

Nŝ,2 := exp
[
n
(

min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys)− 2δ
)]
. (3.10)

Moreover, let for each unij(ŝ), Nŝ,3Nŝ,4 random sequences vijpq
n
(ŝ) ∈ Vnŝ , chosen condi-

tionally independently according to PnVŝ|Uŝ(·|u
n
ij(ŝ)), be given and known to Alice and Bob

where

p ∈ P :=
{

1, 2, · · · , Nŝ,3

}
,

q ∈ Q :=
{

1, 2, · · · , Nŝ,4

}
,

Nŝ,3 := exp
[
n
(

max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs) + 3δ
)]
, (3.11)

Nŝ,4 := exp
[
n
(

min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ)− 2δ
)]
. (3.12)

Then CR can be generated between Alice and Bob in two ways:

a) For all ζ > 0 small enough and n ∈ N sufficiently large, there exist encoder functions
f : T → I and g : T → J , with a probability approaching 1 doubly exponentially fast,
such that

if f(xn) = i, g(xn) = j then (unij(ŝ), x
n) ∈ T n[UX,ŝ]ζ , (3.13)
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3 Secret-Key Generation and Compound Sources

and the set T is given by

T :=
{
xn ∈ X n : T n[UX,ŝ]ζ(x

n) 6= ∅
}
. (3.14)

Alice encodes her observation xn ∈ T by these functions to the sequence unij(ŝ) where j is
the CR.

Next, extend the domain of functions f and g to the set X n by defining for all
xn 6∈ T , f(xn) = g(xn) = 0. Then, for all σ > ζ small enough and n ∈ N sufficiently
large, there exists a decoder function g̃ : I × Ŝ × Yn → J (depending on σ) such that for
all s ∈ I(ŝ),

Pr
{
g(Xn

ŝ ) 6= g̃
(
f(Xn

ŝ ), ŝ, Y n
s

)}
< exp(−nδ0), (3.15)

for some δ0 > 0. The constant δ0 can be made larger by making σ smaller and n larger.
On the other hand, δ0 becomes smaller by making δ smaller. Thus, Bob can reconstruct
g(xn) = j from (f(xn), ŝ, yn) by using this decoder for given realizations Xn

ŝ = xn and
Y n
s = yn with the error probability in (3.15).

b) Let the encoder functions f and g from part a) be given such that f(xn) = i and
g(xn) = j. Then, for all σ > 0 small enough and n ∈ N sufficiently large, there exist
encoder functions ϕ : T → P and ρ : T → Q with a probability approaching 1 doubly
exponentially fast, such that

if ϕ(xn) = p, ρ(xn) = q then (unij(ŝ), v
ij
pq
n
(ŝ), xn) ∈ T n[UV X,ŝ]σ. (3.16)

Alice encodes her observation xn ∈ T by these functions to the sequence vijpq
n
(ŝ) where q

is the CR.
Next, extend the domain of functions ϕ and ρ to the set X n by defining for all xn 6∈ T ,

ϕ(xn) = ρ(xn) = 0. Then, for all ϑ > σ small enough and n ∈ N sufficiently large, there
exists a decoder function ρ̃ : I ×J ×P × Ŝ ×Yn → Q (depending on ϑ) such that for all
s ∈ I(ŝ),

Pr
{
ρ(Xn

ŝ ) 6= ρ̃
(
f(Xn

ŝ ), g(Xn
ŝ ), ϕ(Xn

ŝ ), ŝ, Y n
s

)}
< exp(−nδ′0), (3.17)

for some δ′0 > 0. The constant δ′0 can be made larger by making ϑ smaller and n larger.
On the other hand, δ′0 becomes smaller by making δ smaller. Thus, Bob can reconstruct
ρ(xn) = q from (f(xn), g(xn), ϕ(xn), ŝ, yn) by using this decoder for given realizations
Xn
ŝ = xn and Y n

s = yn with error probability in (3.17).

Proof. a) Let R be the rate of choosing the sequences {unij(ŝ)}(i,j)∈I×J which implies
that Nŝ,1Nŝ,2 = exp(nR). Therefore, by (3.9) and (3.10) and properties of the Markov
chain, it follows that

R = max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) + min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys) + δ

= I(Uŝ;Xŝ) + max
s∈I(ŝ)

[I(Uŝ;Ys|Xŝ)− I(Uŝ;Ys)] + min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys) + δ

= I(Uŝ;Xŝ) + δ. (3.18)
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Similarly as in [18, Lemma 17.22], for all xn ∈ T , it holds by using the definition
in (3.14) that T n[UX,ŝ]ζ(x

n) 6= ∅. Thus, Lemma 2.11 together with (3.18) implies for all

τ ∈ (0, R − I(Uŝ;Xŝ)), all ζ > 0 sufficiently small, all n ∈ N sufficiently large, and all
xn ∈ T that

1

n
log
∣∣∣{(i, j) ∈ I × J : unij(ŝ) ∈T n[UX,ŝ]ζ(x

n)
}∣∣∣ ≥ R− I(Uŝ;Xŝ)− τ,

with a probability approaching one, doubly exponentially fast. The size of τ as a function
of ζ, n, and other constant quantities is given by (2.8), where τ can be made arbitrarily
small, if ζ is made small enough and n sufficiently large. The constants are universal for
all sets I(ŝ). Therefore, for each xn ∈ T , the number of chosen sequences unij(ŝ) which
are in T n[UX,ŝ]ζ(x

n) is non-zero. As a result, the encoder functions f and g as mentioned

in (3.13) do exist with f(xn) = i and g(xn) = j.
Next, Let σ > ζ be given. Define for all i ∈ I and yn ∈ Yn, the decoder function as

follows:

g̃(i, ŝ, yn) :=


j if j ∈ J , unij(ŝ) ∈

⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n[UY,s]σ|X |(y
n)

and ∀m ∈ J ,m 6= j ⇒ unim(ŝ) 6∈
⋃

s∈I(ŝ)

T n[UY,s]σ|X |(y
n),

0 otherwise.

(3.19)

Define the set

T0 :=
{

(xn, yn) ∈ X n × Yn : xn ∈ T ∧ (unij(ŝ), x
n, yn) ∈

⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n[UXY,s]σ
}
.

In the following, it is shown that Alice and Bob’s observation (xn, yn) ∈ X n ×Yn is in
the set T0 with a probability exponentially close to one. It holds that

PnXY,s(T0
c) =

∑
xn∈T c,yn∈Yn

PnXY,s(x
n, yn) +

∑
xn∈T ,(xn,yn)6∈T0

PnXY,s(x
n, yn)

= PnXŝ(T
c) +

∑
xn∈T

PnXŝ(x
n) PnYs|Xŝ

( ⋂
s∈I(ŝ)

T n[UXY,s]σ
c (unij(ŝ), x

n)
∣∣xn). (3.20)

Furthermore, Lemma 2.10.1 implies for every xn ∈ T n[Xŝ]ξ with constant ξ ∈ (0, ζ) that

T n[UX,ŝ]ζ(x
n) 6= ∅. Therefore, by using the definition in (3.14), it follows that T ⊃ T n[Xŝ]ξ

and thus Lemma 2.10.2 implies that

PnXŝ(T
c) < 2|X |e−2ξ2n. (3.21)

On the other hand, it holds that (unij(ŝ), x
n) ∈ T n[UX,ŝ]ζ . Since for all s ∈ I(ŝ), the

Markov chains Uŝ −Xŝ − Ys hold, Lemma 2.10.8 implies that

PnYs|Xŝ
(
T n[UXY,s]σ

c (unij(ŝ), x
n)|xn

)
< 2|Uŝ||X ||Y|e−2(σ−ζ)2n.
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3 Secret-Key Generation and Compound Sources

This inequality together with (3.20) and (3.21) gives

PnXY,s(T c
0 ) < 2|X |e−2ξ2n + 2|Uŝ||X ||Y|e−2(σ−ζ)2n, (3.22)

where the upper bound goes to zero exponentially fast as n goes to infinity. The constants
are universal for all sets I(ŝ).

Therefore, to compute the upper bound of the probability in (3.15), we may concentrate
just on all (xn, yn) ∈ T0 with

g̃(i, ŝ, yn) 6= g(xn). (3.23)

It holds for all (xn, yn) ∈ T0 that xn ∈ T . Thus, for f(xn) = i and g(xn) = j, it follows
by using (3.13) that

(unij(ŝ), x
n) ∈ T n[UX,ŝ]ζ . (3.24)

Furthermore, a necessary condition for (xn, yn) ∈ T0 is given by

(unij(ŝ), y
n) ∈

⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n[UY,s]σ|X |,

which together with (3.23) and (3.19) implies that

∃m 6= j, (unim(ŝ), yn) ∈
⋃

s∈I(ŝ)

T n[UY,s]σ|X |. (3.25)

Define the RV

Ũŝ := {Unij,ŝ}(i,j)∈I×J = (Un11,ŝ, U
n
12,ŝ, · · · , Un|I||J |,ŝ)

and let ũ(ŝ) := {unij(ŝ)}(i,j)∈I×J be an arbitrary realization. Define for all (xn, yn) ∈ T0

e
(
ũ(ŝ)

)
:=

∑
i∈I,j∈J
m∈J−{j}

1T n
[UX,ŝ]ζ

(unij(ŝ), x
n)1 ⋃

s∈I(ŝ)
T n
[UY,s]σ|X|

(unim(ŝ), yn). (3.26)

The relations (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26) give the following upper bound for the error
probability in (3.15) when s ∈ I(ŝ):∑

(xn,yn)∈T0

PnXY,s(x
n, yn)e

(
ũ(ŝ)

)
. (3.27)

To find an upper bound of e(ũ(ŝ)) for a given (xn, yn) ∈ T0, its expectation is calculated
in the following with respect to Ũŝ:

EŨŝ
[
e(Ũŝ)

]
=

∑
i∈I,j∈J
m∈J−{j}

E(Unij,ŝ,U
n
im,ŝ)

[
1T n

[UX,ŝ]ζ
(Unij,ŝ, x

n)1 ⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n
[UY,s]σ|X|

(Unim,ŝ, y
n)
]
.

(3.28)
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The equality (3.28) follows by using Lemma 2.2 and the fact that RVs {Unij,ŝ}(i,j)∈I×J
are independent. In the following, an upper bound for (3.28) is derived, which auto-
matically gives a universal upper bound for the error upper bound in (3.27) for all
s ∈ I(ŝ).

Let i ∈ I, j ∈ J ,m ∈ J − {j} and τ, τ ′ > 0 be given such that δ > τ + τ ′. It holds for
all (xn, yn) ∈ T0, all σ > ζ sufficiently small, and n sufficiently large that

E(Unij,ŝ,U
n
im,ŝ)

[
1T n

[UX,ŝ]ζ
(Unij,ŝ, x

n)1 ⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n
[UY,s]σ|X|

(Unim,ŝ, y
n)
]

= Pr
(
Unij,ŝ ∈ T n[UX,ŝ]ζ(x

n)
)

Pr
(
Unim,ŝ ∈

⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n[UY,s]σ|X |(y
n)
)

≤ |I(ŝ)| exp
[
− n

(
I(Uŝ;Xŝ) + min

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Uŝ;Ys)− τ − τ ′

)]
, (3.29)

where the equality follows again by the fact that RVs {Unij,ŝ}(i,j)∈I×J are independent.
The inequality is a result of Lemma 2.10.9. The size of τ + τ ′ as a function of ζ, σ, n,
and other constant quantities is given by using (2.6). Based on (2.6), τ + τ ′ can be made
arbitrarily small, if σ is made small enough and n sufficiently large. The constants are
universal for all sets I(ŝ).
Moreover, the definitions in (3.9) and (3.10) imply that

Nŝ,1Nŝ,2(Nŝ,2 − 1) ≤ Nŝ,1Nŝ,2Nŝ,2

= exp
[
n
(
I(Uŝ;Xŝ) + min

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Uŝ;Ys)− δ

) ]
. (3.30)

By using (3.28), (3.29) and (3.30), it follows that

EŨŝ
[
e(Ũŝ)

]
≤ |I(ŝ)| exp

[
− n(δ − τ − τ ′)

]
. (3.31)

Let δ1 be sufficiently small such that 0 < δ1 < δ − τ − τ ′. Lemma 2.4 (Markov
inequality) implies that

Pr
(
e(Ũŝ) ≥ exp(−nδ1)

)
≤

EŨŝ
[
e(Ũŝ)

]
exp(−nδ1)

. (3.32)

Therefore, (3.31) and (3.32) imply for all ζ and σ sufficiently small, and all n large
enough that

Pr
(
e(Ũŝ) < exp(−nδ1)

)
≥ 1− |I(ŝ)| exp(−n(δ − τ − τ ′ − δ1)). (3.33)

The inequality (3.33) implies that there exists a realization ũ(ŝ) = {unij(ŝ)}(i,j)∈I×J of

the RV Ũŝ, such that for all s ∈ I(ŝ) and (xn, yn) ∈ T0, the upper bound of the decoding
error probability in (3.27) is given by exp(−nδ1).

This implies by using (3.22) that the total error probability in (3.15) is upper bounded
by exp(−nδ0) with some δ0 > 0 such that δ0 < δ1 < δ− τ − τ ′. The size of τ + τ ′ is given
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3 Secret-Key Generation and Compound Sources

by using (2.6). Thus, the constant δ0 can be made larger by making σ smaller and n
larger. On the other hand, δ0 becomes smaller by making δ smaller.

b) The proof of the second part is very similar to the first part. For a given (i, j) ∈ I×J
with f(xn) = i and g(xn) = j, the number of chosen random sequences vijpq

n
is Nŝ,3Nŝ,4 =

exp(nR′), where R′ is the rate of choosing the random sequences. Similar to (3.18),
conditions (3.11) and (3.12) imply that R′ = I(Vŝ;Xŝ|Uŝ) + δ. Furthermore, as a result
of Lemma 2.10.1, from (unij(ŝ), x

n) ∈ T n[UX,ŝ]ζ follows T n[UV X,ŝ]σ(unij(ŝ), x
n) 6= ∅. Therefore,

Lemma 2.12 implies for τ ∈ (0, R− I(V ;X|U)), σ small enough and n sufficiently large
that the encoder functions ϕ and ρ as mentioned in (3.16) do exist with φ(xn) = p,
and ρ(xn) = q. The size of τ as a function of σ, n, and other constant quantities is
given by (2.9), where τ can be made arbitrarily small, if σ is made small enough and n
sufficiently large. Similarly as in part a), the constants are universal for all sets I(ŝ).

According to part a) of this lemma, Bob is able to reconstruct g(xn) = j, by knowing
f(xn), ŝ and yn. Therefore, he knows also unij(ŝ). Let ϑ ∈ R be given such that ϑ > σ.
Similar to (3.19), the decoder is defined as

ρ̃(i, j, p, ŝ, yn) :=


q if q ∈ Q, vijpq

n
(ŝ) ∈

⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n[UV Y,s]ϑ|X |(u
n
ij(ŝ), y

n)

and ∀r ∈ Q, r 6= q ⇒ vijpr
n
(ŝ) 6∈

⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n[UV Y,s]ϑ|X |(u
n
ij(ŝ), y

n),

0 otherwise.

(3.34)

Define the set T ′0 as follows:

T ′0 :=
{

(xn, yn) ∈ X n × Yn : xn ∈ T ∧ (unij(ŝ), v
ij
pq
n
(ŝ), xn, yn) ∈

⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n[UV XY,s]ϑ
}
.

Similar to (3.22), the probability PnXY,s(T ′0
c) goes to zero exponentially fast as n goes

to infinity. Therefore, to find the error upper bound, we may concentrate just on all
(xn, yn) ∈ T ′0 with

ρ̃(i, j, p, ŝ, yn) 6= ρ(xn). (3.35)

For a given (i, j) ∈ I × J define the RV

Ṽij,ŝ := {V ij
pq,ŝ

n}(p,q)∈P×Q ,

and let ṽij(ŝ) := {vijpq
n
(ŝ)}(p,q)∈P×Q be an arbitrary realization. Define for (xn, yn) ∈ T ′0

e
(
ṽij(ŝ)

)
:=

∑
p∈P, q∈Q
r∈Q−{q}

1 ⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n
[UVXY,s]ϑ

(unij(ŝ), v
ij
pq
n
(ŝ), xn, yn)

1 ⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n
[UV Y,s]ϑ|X|

(unij(ŝ), v
ij
pr
n
(ŝ), yn). (3.36)
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3.4 Random Coding Scheme

Similarly as in part a), it can be shown by using (3.34) and (3.35) that the error
probability in (3.17) is upper bounded for all (xn, yn) ∈ T ′0 by∑

i∈I,j∈J

∑
(xn,yn)∈T ′0

f(xn)=i, g(xn)=j

PnXY,s(x
n, yn) e

(
ṽij(ŝ)

)
. (3.37)

For 0 < τ + τ ′ < δ, Lemma 2.10.10 implies that

E
(V ijpq,ŝ

n
,V ijpr,ŝ

n
)

[
1 ⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n
[UVXY,s]ϑ

(unij(ŝ), V
ij
pq,ŝ

n
, xn, yn)

1 ⋃
s∈I(ŝ)

T n
[UV Y,s]ϑ|X|

(unij(ŝ), V
ij
pr,ŝ

n
, yn)

∣∣ Unij,ŝ = unij(ŝ)
]

≤
∣∣I(ŝ)

∣∣2 · exp
[
− n

(
I(Vŝ;Xŝ|Uŝ) + min

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ)− τ − τ ′

)]
. (3.38)

The size of τ + τ ′ as a function of ϑ, n, and other constant quantities is given by
using (2.7). Based on (2.7), τ + τ ′ can be made arbitrarily small, if ϑ is made small
enough and n sufficiently large. Similarly as in part a), the constants are universal for all
sets I(ŝ). Moreover, by using (3.11) and (3.12), it follows that

Nŝ,3Nŝ,4(Nŝ,4 − 1) ≤ Nŝ,3Nŝ,4Nŝ,4

= exp
[
n
(
I(Vŝ;Xŝ|Uŝ) + min

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ)− δ

) ]
. (3.39)

Thus, (3.36), (3.38) and (3.39) imply that

EṼij,ŝ
[
e(Ṽij,ŝ)

∣∣Unij,ŝ = unij(ŝ)
]
≤
∣∣I(ŝ)

∣∣2 exp
[
− n(δ − τ − τ ′)

]
.

Therefore, it follows by using Lemma 2.4 that for all 0 < δ′1 < δ − τ − τ ′,

Pr
(
e(Ṽij,ŝ) < exp(− nδ′1)

∣∣∣ Unij,ŝ = unij(ŝ)
)

≥ 1−
∣∣I(ŝ)

∣∣2 exp
(
− n(δ − τ − τ ′ − δ′1)

)
.

This implies for a given (i, j), that there exists a realization ṽij(ŝ) of the RV Ṽij,ŝ, such
that for all s ∈ I(ŝ) and (xn, yn) ∈ T ′0 , the upper bound of the decoding error in (3.37)
is given by exp(−nδ′1).

The probability PnXY,s(T ′0
c) goes to zero exponentially fast as n goes to infinity. There-

fore, the total decoding error probability in (3.17) is upper bounded by exp(−nδ′0) with
some δ′0 > 0 such that δ′0 < δ′1 < δ − τ − τ ′. The size of τ + τ ′ is given by using (2.7).
Thus, the constant δ′0 can be made larger by making ϑ smaller and n larger. On the
other hand, δ′0 becomes smaller by making δ smaller.
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3 Secret-Key Generation and Compound Sources

3.5 Secret-Key Generator

Similarly as in Section 3.4, the actual marginal source Xŝ is taken fixed in the following
lemma. It is shown that there exists an SK generator function κ which maps the generated
CR between Alice and Bob (cf. Section 3.4) to an SK. The SK should guarantee the
security criteria which is given in (3.6), simultaneously for all elements of the compound
set I(ŝ). In this section, the compound set I(ŝ) is assumed to be finite. This lemma is
required in the proof of Theorem 4.1, in Chapter 4.

Similar techniques which are used in the non-compound version in [18, Lemma 17.5], [55],
are used in the proofs and extended to the compound setup. For completeness, all proofs
in detail are presented.

Lemma 3.3. Let Alice’s marginal index ŝ ∈ Ŝ be given. Let RVs C,Ds with s ∈ I(ŝ),
and Ŝ take their values in C,D, and Ŝ respectively. RVs C and Ds denote the CR and
part of Eve’s knowledge respectively. RV Ŝ denotes the result of the hypothesis test by
Alice. Assume that α ∈ (0, 1

6 ] and η ∈ (0, 1
3 ] with α ≤ η are given and for all s ∈ I(ŝ),

there exist sets Bs ⊂ C × D with

∀(c, d) ∈ Bs, PCD,s|Ŝ(c, d|ŝ) < (α|Bs|)−1, (3.40)

PCD,s|Ŝ(Bs|ŝ) ≥ 1− (η2 − α2). (3.41)

Furthermore, define the sets Bs,d :=
{
c ∈ C : (c, d) ∈ Bs

}
and Ds :=

{
d ∈ D : Bs,d 6= ∅

}
,

and let k ∈ N be given such that

k < min
{
α6 min

s∈I(ŝ),d∈Ds
|Bs,d|, e1/α(2|D| |I(ŝ)|)−1

}
. (3.42)

Then, there exists an SK generator κ : C → {1, 2, · · · , k} which maps the CR C to an SK
κ(C) such that for all s ∈ I(ŝ),

S
(
κ(C)|Ds, Ŝ = ŝ

)
≤ (α+ 2η) log k + h(α+ η), (3.43)

with a probability at least 1− 2k |I(ŝ)| |D| e−
α5 min |Bs,d|

k where the min in the exponent is
taken over all s ∈ I(ŝ) and d ∈ Ds.

Proof. Let s ∈ I(ŝ) be given. Define:

λ := α3 min
s∈I(ŝ),d∈Ds

|Bs,d|, (3.44)

D′s :=
{
d ∈ D : PDs|Ŝ(d|ŝ) ≥

α2|Bs,d|
|Bs|

}
, (3.45)

B′s := Bs ∩ (C × D′s), (3.46)

Gs :=
{

(c, d) ∈ C × D : PC|DŜ,s(c|d, ŝ) ≤
1

λ

}
, (3.47)

Gs,d :=
{
c ∈ C : (c, d) ∈ Gs

}
, (3.48)

Es :=
{
d ∈ D : PC|DŜ,s(Gs,d|d, ŝ) < 1− η

}
. (3.49)
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3.5 Secret-Key Generator

Similarly as in [18, Lemma 17.5], we show in the first step that the following inequality
is true:

PDs|Ŝ(Es|ŝ) < η. (3.50)

This inequality is required later to show that (3.43) holds. For this, let (c, d) ∈ B′s be
given and s ∈ I(ŝ). It follows that

PC|DŜ,s(c|d, ŝ) =
PCD,s|Ŝ(c, d|ŝ)
PDs|Ŝ(d|ŝ)

≤ (α|Bs|)−1

α2|Bs,d||Bs|−1

≤ 1

λ
,

where the first inequality follows by (3.40), (3.45), and (3.46) and the last one by (3.44).
This implies by the definition in (3.47) that

B′s ⊂ Gs . (3.51)

Moreover, by using (3.45) it holds for all s ∈ I(ŝ) that

PDs|Ŝ(D′cs |ŝ) =
∑
d∈D′cs

PDs|Ŝ(d|ŝ)

<
∑
d∈D

α2|Bs,d|
|Bs|

= α2. (3.52)

On the other hand, the following equation is a result of (3.46):

PCD,s|Ŝ(Bs ∪ (C × D′s)|ŝ) = PCD,s|Ŝ(Bs|ŝ)

+ PDs|Ŝ(D′s|ŝ)− PCD,s|Ŝ(B′s|ŝ). (3.53)

The relations (3.52) and (3.53) together with the assumption (3.41) of the lemma
imply that

PCD,s|Ŝ(B′s|ŝ) ≥ PCD,s|Ŝ(Bs|ŝ)− PDs|Ŝ(D′cs |ŝ)

≥ 1− (η2 − α2)− α2

= 1− η2. (3.54)

By using (3.51) and (3.54), it follows that

PCD,s|Ŝ(Gs| ŝ) ≥ 1− η2. (3.55)
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3 Secret-Key Generation and Compound Sources

The lower bound (3.55) implies by the definition in (3.48) that for all s ∈ I(ŝ)

1− η2 ≤
∑
d∈D

PDs|Ŝ(d|ŝ)PC|DŜ,s(Gs,d|d, ŝ)

<
∑
d∈Es

PDs|Ŝ(d|ŝ)(1− η) +
∑
d6∈Es

PDs|Ŝ(d|ŝ)

= −η
∑
d∈Es

PDs|Ŝ(d|ŝ) + 1,

where the second inequality follows by (3.49). The desired relation (3.50) follows by
simplifying this inequality.

In the second step, we show that an SK generator κ, satisfying (3.43), exists. For
this, consider each member of the family of PDs PC|DŜ,s(.|d, ŝ) with d 6∈ Es and s ∈ I(ŝ).
Lemma 2.7 implies for a randomly selected SK generator κ that

Pr
(∥∥κ(PC|DŜ,s(.|d, ŝ))− P0

∥∥ > 2(α+ η)
)
≤ 2ke−

λα2

k , (3.56)

where P0(i) = 1/k for all i = 1, 2 · · · k. The universal upper bound in (3.56) was calculated
by taking ε = 2α in Lemma 2.7 and by the inequalities α ≤ 1/6 and η ≤ 1/3 from the
assumption of the lemma. Therefore, for the following events

As,d :=
{∥∥κ(PC|DŜ,s(.|d, ŝ))− P0

∥∥ ≤ 2(α+ η)
}
,

it follows by (3.44) and (3.56) that

Pr
( ⋂
s∈I(ŝ),d 6∈Es

As,d
)
≥ 1−

∑
s∈I(ŝ),d 6∈Es

Pr
(
Ac
s,d

)
≥ 1− 2k |D| |I(ŝ)|e−

α5 min |Bs,d|
k , (3.57)

where the min in (3.57) is taken over all s ∈ I(ŝ) and d ∈ Ds.
This means that an SK generator κ satisfies the relation ‖κ(PC|DŜ,s(.|d, ŝ))− P0‖ ≤

2(α+ η) simultaneously for all d 6∈ Es and s ∈ I(ŝ) with the probability stated in (3.57).
Therefore, it holds by the same probability that

S
(
κ(C)|Ds, Ŝ = ŝ

)
=
∑
d∈D

PDs|Ŝ(d|ŝ)
[

log k −H
(
κ(C)|Ds = d, Ŝ = ŝ

)]
≤
∑
d6∈Es

PDs|Ŝ(d|ŝ)
[
(α+ η) log k + h(α+ η)

]
+
∑
d∈Es

PDs|Ŝ(d|ŝ) log k

≤ (α+ 2η) log k + h(α+ η),

which gives the desired relation in (3.43). The equality is the result of Definition 3.2 and
the first inequality follows from the uniform continuity of entropy [43], [18, Problem 3.10].
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3.5 Secret-Key Generator

The last step is a result of the inequality (3.50). Moreover, assumption (3.42) implies
that

k ln
(

2k|D| · |I(ŝ)|
)
< α5 · min

s∈I(ŝ),d∈Ds
|Bs,d|,

and consequently, the probability in (3.57) is non-zero.
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4 Secret-Key Capacity of Finite Compound
Sources

In this chapter, SK capacity results for the SK model from Chapter 3, Section 3.2 are
presented. It is assumed that the compound set is finite. Furthermore, some upper
bounds for the range size of the auxiliary RVs are derived.

4.1 Single-Letter Secret-Key Capacity Lower Bound

In the following, Theorem 4.1 gives a single-letter lower bound for the SK capacity as a
function of the compound DMMS and public communication rate upper bound.

Similar techniques which are used for deriving the non-compound SK capacity results
in [18, Theorem 17.21], [17], are used and extended to the finite compound setup. For
completeness, all proofs are presented in detail.

Theorem 4.1. Consider the SK model from Section 3.2 with a finite compound DMMS
S = {XY Z, s}s∈S , set of marginals Ŝ = {Xŝ}ŝ∈Ŝ , and a one-way communication over a
public noiseless channel with communication rate upper bound Γ ∈ (0,∞]. Then, it holds
that

Csk(S,Γ) ≥ min
ŝ∈Ŝ

max
Uŝ,Vŝ

{
min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ)− max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Zs|Uŝ)
}
, (4.1)

where the outer max is taken over all RVs Uŝ and Vŝ such that it holds:

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), Uŝ − Vŝ −Xŝ − YsZs , (4.2)

max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) + max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs) ≤ Γ. (4.3)

Proof. Let Ŝ = {ŝ1, . . . ŝm} be the set of marginal indices and ŝ ∈ Ŝ be given. Let Uŝ
and Vŝ satisfy for all s ∈ I(ŝ) the Markov chains Uŝ − Vŝ −Xŝ − YsZs.

Consider Nŝ,1Nŝ,2 sequences unij(ŝ) ∈ Unŝ as rows of Table 4.1 for each ŝ ∈ Ŝ, which
are chosen independently by PD PnUŝ with

i ∈ I := {1, 2, · · · , Nŝ,1}, j ∈ J := {1, 2, · · · , Nŝ,2},

and Nŝ,1 and Nŝ,2 satisfying (3.9) and (3.10) from Lemma 3.2. Moreover, for every

element unij(ŝ) of Table 4.1, consider Nŝ,3Nŝ,4 sequences vijpq
n
(ŝ) ∈ Vnŝ , which are chosen

conditionally independently by PD PnVŝ|Uŝ(.|u
n
ij(ŝ)) with

p ∈ P := {1, 2, · · · , Nŝ,3}, q ∈ Q := {1, 2, · · · , Nŝ,4},
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4 Secret-Key Capacity of Finite Compound Sources

ŝ1 un11(ŝ1) · · · unij(ŝ1) · · · unNŝ1,1Nŝ1,2
(ŝ1)

...
...

...
...

ŝm un11(ŝm) · · · unij(ŝm) · · · unNŝm,1Nŝm,2
(ŝm)

Table 4.1: Random sequences for a DMMS with |Ŝ| = m

and Nŝ,3 and Nŝ,4 satisfying (3.11) and (3.12) from Lemma 3.2. Assume that the random

sequences unij(ŝ) in Table 4.1 and their corresponding sequences {vijpq
n
(ŝ)}(p,q)∈P×Q are

known to Alice and Bob.

To show the achievability of (4.1), the proof is divided into two parts. In part a), the
following rate is shown to be achievable:

R′sk := min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys)− max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Zs), (4.4)

when R′sk is positive and RV Uŝ satisfies for all s ∈ I(ŝ)

Uŝ −Xŝ − YsZs and max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) ≤ Γ. (4.5)

This gives a special case of (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3). In part b), the achievability of the SK
rate in (4.1) is shown, when it is positive.

Part a) Let δ > 0 be given. Assume that R′sk from (4.4) is positive i.e.

min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys) > max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Zs). (4.6)

As explained in Section 3.3, Alice estimates her marginal statistic by hypothesis testing.
Assume that ŝ ∈ Ŝ is the index corresponding to the correct decision and all other
s̃ ∈ Ŝ − {ŝ} correspond to a wrong decision. The PD PŜ is given by (3.7) and (3.8).

Next, Alice sends her estimated marginal index to Bob over the public noiseless channel.
Assume that the hypothesis testing has led to the correct decision ŝ. Alice and Bob find
the corresponding family of sequences {unij(ŝ)}(i,j)∈I×J from Table 4.1 by knowing ŝ.
Lemma 3.2a implies for all ζ > 0 small enough and n ∈ N sufficiently large, the existence
of some encoder functions f : X n → I ∪ {0} and g : X n → J ∪ {0}. Alice uses these
encoders to find the indices f(xn) = i and g(xn) = j of the sequence unij(ŝ) to be chosen
from the family of sequences {unij(ŝ)}(i,j)∈I×J .

As shown in Figure 4.1, in addition to the transmitted ŝ, Alice sends further the index
f(xn) = i to Bob over the public channel. Lemma 3.2a implies for all σ > ζ small enough
and n ∈ N sufficiently large, the existence of a decoder function g̃ : I × Ŝ × Yn → J ,
with which, Bob can reconstruct the index g(xn) = j. This j is the CR between Alice
and Bob.
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Alice Bob

Public Channel

(i, ŝ)

j j
xn yn

{unij(ŝ)}(i,j)∈I×J {unij(ŝ)}(i,j)∈I×J

Figure 4.1: Generating the CR j

In total, for all Alice’s estimation results which may lead to a correct or incorrect
decision, the error probability upper bound for all s ∈ I(ŝ) is given by

Pr
{
g(Xn

ŝ ) 6= g̃
(
f(Xn

ŝ ), Ŝ, Y n
s

)}
= Pr

{
g(Xn

ŝ ) 6= g̃
(
f(Xn

ŝ ), ŝ, Y n
s

)
∧ Ŝ = ŝ

}
+
∑

s̃∈Ŝ−{ŝ}

PŜ(s̃)Pr
{
g(Xn

ŝ ) 6= g̃
(
f(Xn

ŝ ), Ŝ, Y n
s

) ∣∣ Ŝ = s̃
}

≤ exp(−nδ0) + exp(−nc1) · |Ŝ|, (4.7)

where the inequality is a result of (3.8) and (3.15) for some c1, δ0 > 0. Thus, condition (3.5)
of Definition 3.3 is satisfied.

The whole message which is sent over the public channel is represented by RV fc(X
n
ŝ ) =

(f(Xn
ŝ ), Ŝ) having the range size ‖f‖ · |Ŝ|. As shown in the following, the communication

rate satisfies condition (3.3) of Definition 3.3:

1

n
log ‖fc‖ =

1

n
log(‖f‖ · |Ŝ|)

=
1

n
log(Nŝ,1 · |Ŝ|)

= max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) + 3δ +
1

n
log |Ŝ|

≤ Γ + 4δ,

where the last equality follows by (3.9) and the inequality is a result of (4.5) and is valid
for all n sufficiently large.

After the index g(xn) = j is reconstructed by Bob, both Alice and Bob may generate
their SK, based on this CR. Thus, it remains to show that there exists an SK generator
κ : J → {1, 2 · · · , k}, giving rise to the RV KA = κ(g(Xn

ŝ )), which satisfies condition (3.6)
of Definition 3.3.

Again the condition is verified for both estimation results. Assume hypothesis testing
has led to the correct decision and ŝ is sent to Bob over the public channel. Define for
all s ∈ I(ŝ),

Ts :=
{

(xn, zn) ∈ X n ×Zn : xn ∈ T ∧ (unij(ŝ), x
n, zn) ∈ T n[UXZ,s]σ

}
,
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4 Secret-Key Capacity of Finite Compound Sources

where T is given in (3.14). A similar discussion as for (3.22) in the proof of Lemma 3.2,
implies that

PnXZ,s(Tsc) =
∑

xn∈T c,zn∈Zn
PnXZ,s(x

n, zn) +
∑

xn∈T ,(xn,zn)6∈Ts

PnXZ,s(x
n, zn)

= PnXŝ(T
c) +

∑
xn∈T

PnXŝ(x
n) PnZs|Xŝ

(
T n[UXZ,s]σ

c (unij(ŝ), x
n)
∣∣xn)

≤ 2|X |e−2ξ2n + 2|Uŝ||X ||Z|e−2(σ−ζ)2n, (4.8)

where the upper bound goes to zero exponentially fast as n goes to infinity. The constant
ξ was given in deriving (3.22) such that ξ ∈ (0, ζ).

Similarly as in [18, Theorem 17.21] for the non-compound version, define for all s ∈ I(ŝ),
the RVs C and Ds and the set Bs to be used in Lemma 3.3, as follows

C := g(Xn
ŝ ),

Ds :=
(
f(Xn

ŝ ), Zns ,1Ts(X
n
ŝ , Z

n
s )
)
,

Bs :=
{(
j, (i, zn, 1)

)
: (i, j) ∈ I × J , zn ∈ T n[Zs]ξ, T

n
[UXZ,s]σ(unij(ŝ), z

n) 6= ∅
}
. (4.9)

Assume that RVs C and Ds take their values in the sets C and D respectively. Moreover,
let the sets Ds and Bs,d be defined as in Lemma 3.3. In the following, it is shown that all
conditions of Lemma 3.3 are satisfied. It holds that

PCD,s|Ŝ(Bs|ŝ) =
∑

(j,(i,zn,1))∈Bs

PCD,s|Ŝ
(
j, (i, zn, 1)|ŝ

)
=

∑
(j,(i,zn,1))∈Bs

∑
xn:f(xn)=i,g(xn)=j,

1Ts (xn,zn)=1

PXn
ŝ Z

n
s |Ŝ

(xn, zn|ŝ)

= PXn
ŝ Z

n
s |Ŝ

(
Ts ∩

{
(xn, zn) ∈ X n ×Zn : zn ∈ T n[Zs]ξ

} ∣∣ ŝ)
≥ 1−

[
PXn

ŝ Z
n
s |Ŝ

(T c
s |ŝ) + PZns |Ŝ

(T n[Zs]ξ
c|ŝ)
]

≥ 1−
PXn

ŝ Z
n
s

(T c
s ) + PZns (T n[Zs]ξ

c)

1− exp(−nc0)
, (4.10)

where the last inequality follows by using (3.7). Lemma 2.10.2 and (4.8) imply that the
lower bound in (4.10) approaches one as n goes to infinity. The constants are universal
for all sets I(ŝ). Define the parameters α and η for some arbitrary τ > 0 and ν ∈ (0, ξ)
as follows

α := exp(−n(δ + 5τ)), η := exp(−nν). (4.11)

It follows by using (4.8) and (4.10) that for n sufficiently large and ν small enough,

PCD,s|Ŝ(Bs|ŝ) ≥ 1− (η2 − α2).
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4.1 Single-Letter Secret-Key Capacity Lower Bound

This guarantees condition (3.41) of Lemma 3.3. Moreover, the conditions α ∈ (0, 1/6]
and η ∈ (0, 1/3] of Lemma 3.3 are satisfied, if n is sufficiently large.

To check condition (3.40) of Lemma 3.3, we find in the first step an upper bound for
|Bs|. The non-emptiness constraint T n[UXZ,s]σ(unij(ŝ), z

n) 6= ∅ from the definition of the

set Bs in (4.9) is a sufficient condition for unij(ŝ) ∈ T n[UZ,s]σ|X |(z
n) and thus

|Bs| ≤
∑

zn∈T n
[Zs]ξ

∣∣∣{(i, j) ∈ I × J : unij(ŝ) ∈ T n[UZ,s]σ|X |(z
n)
}∣∣∣. (4.12)

Furthermore, for R being the rate of choosing the random sequences {unij(ŝ)}(i,j)∈I×J ,
it holds by using (3.9) and (3.10) that

R = max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) + min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys) + δ

> max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Zs), (4.13)

where the inequality is the result of assumption (4.6). Moreover, for all (j, (i, zn, 1)) ∈ Bs
it holds that zn ∈ T n[Zs]ξ, which implies by using Lemma 2.10.1 that T n[UZ,s]ζ(z

n) 6= ∅.
Assume that τ is small enough such that

τ < R− max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Zs). (4.14)

It follows by using (4.12), (4.13), (4.14), and Lemma 2.11 that for σ > ζ > ξ > 0
sufficiently small and n large enough,

|Bs| ≤
∣∣T n[Zs]ξ∣∣ exp

[
n
(
R− I(Uŝ;Zs) + τ

)]
≤ exp

[
n
(
H(Zs) + τ

)]
exp

[
n
(
I(Uŝ;Xŝ) + δ − I(Uŝ;Zs) + τ

)]
, (4.15)

where the last inequality follows by using (3.18) and Lemma 2.10.6. The size of τ as a
function of ξ, σ, n, and other constant quantities is given by using (2.4) and (2.8). The
constants are universal for all sets I(ŝ).

In the second step of verifying (3.40), an upper bound for PCD,s|Ŝ
(
j, (i, zn, 1)|ŝ

)
is

derived. For all (j, (i, zn, 1)) ∈ Bs, it holds by using (3.7) and (4.9) that(
1− exp(−nc0)

)
PCD,s|Ŝ

(
j, (i, zn, 1)|ŝ

)
≤ PCD,s

(
j, (i, zn, 1)

)
≤

∑
xn∈T n

[UXZ,s]σ
(unij(ŝ),z

n)

PnXZ,s(x
n, zn)

≤
∣∣T n[UXZ,s]σ(unij(ŝ), z

n)
∣∣ exp

[
− n

(
H(XŝZs)− τ

)]
≤ exp

[
n
(
H(Xŝ|UŝZs)−H(XŝZs) + 2τ

)]
,

(4.16)
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4 Secret-Key Capacity of Finite Compound Sources

where the second inequality follows by the fact that 1Ts(X
n
ŝ , Z

n
s ) = 1. The third inequality

follows by using Lemma 2.10.4 and the last one by Lemma 2.10.7 for σ sufficiently small
and n large enough.

The size of τ as a function of σ, n, and other constant quantities is given by using (2.2)
and (2.5). In contrast with previous cases, for a given τ , the constant σ depends on
µXŝZs as given by (2.2) and possibly different for each s ∈ I(ŝ). To make it universal for
all elements of the compound set, we take the minimum of all σ for each s ∈ I(ŝ). As
in this chapter, the set I(ŝ) is assumed to be constant and finite, this minimum exists.
For the case where the compound set is infinite, the finite approximating compound sets
In(ŝ) are applied. In this case the sets In(ŝ) are not constant and change by increasing
code length n. This problem will be explained in more details in Chapter 5.
By using Markov chains in (4.5), it holds that

H(Xŝ|UŝZs)−H(XŝZs) = −I(Uŝ;Xŝ)−H(Zs) + I(Uŝ;Zs). (4.17)

The relations (4.15), (4.16), and (4.17) together with the definition of α in (4.11) imply
for n large enough that

|Bs|PCD,s|Ŝ
(
j, (i, zn, 1)|ŝ

)
α ≤ exp(−nτ)

1− exp(−nc0)
< 1.

Thus, condition (3.40) of Lemma 3.3 is also satisfied.
Therefore, Lemma 3.3 implies that there exists an SK generator κ : J → {1, 2, · · · , k}

with k satisfying (3.42), such that the relation (3.43) holds. By using the definitions
in (4.11), it follows that both α and η approach zero exponentially fast. Moreover, by
using (3.42) and (4.15), it follows that k does not increase faster than exponentially.
Thus, the following upper bound which is given by using (3.43) for KA = κ(g(Xn

ŝ ))
approaches zero exponentially fast, as n goes to infinity:

S
(
KA

∣∣ f(Xn
ŝ ), Zns ,1Ts(X

n
ŝ , Z

n
s ), Ŝ = ŝ

)
≤ (α+ 2η) log k + h(α+ η). (4.18)

In total, for all estimation results which may lead to a correct or incorrect decision in
hypothesis testing by Alice, the security index is given by

S
(
KA

∣∣ f(Xn
ŝ ), Zns ,1Ts(X

n
ŝ , Z

n
s ), Ŝ

)
= PŜ(ŝ)S

(
KA|Zns , f(Xn

ŝ ),1Ts(X
n
ŝ , Z

n
s ), Ŝ = ŝ

)
+

∑
s̃∈Ŝ−{ŝ}

PŜ(s̃)S
(
KA|Zns , f(Xn

ŝ ),1Ts(X
n
ŝ , Z

n
s ), Ŝ = s̃

)
.

By using (3.7), (3.8) and (4.18), it follows that the security index also goes to zero
exponentially fast. Therefore, condition (3.6) of Definition 3.3 is satisfied.

In the rest of this part, we show that R′sk which was defined in (4.4), satisfies condi-
tion (3.4) of Definition 3.3. By using the definition of α in (4.11) and the set D being
the alphabet of RV Ds, it follows that the expression e1/α(2|D| |I(ŝ)|)−1 from (3.42)
increases doubly exponentially fast. On the other hand, for Bs,d from Lemma 3.3 with
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4.1 Single-Letter Secret-Key Capacity Lower Bound

d := (i, zn, 1) ∈ Ds, it follows by using (4.15) that |Bs,d| does not increase faster than
exponentially. Therefore, for n large enough, it holds that

α6 min
s∈I(ŝ),d∈Ds

∣∣Bs,d∣∣ < e1/α(2|D| |I(ŝ)|)−1. (4.19)

Thus, to guarantee condition (3.42) of Lemma 3.3 it is necessary that k be lower than
the left hand side of (4.19). For this, a lower bound for mins∈I(ŝ),d∈Ds |Bs,d| should first
be determined.

To this end, we apply Lemma 2.10.1 which implies that unij(ŝ) ∈ T n[UZ,s]ζ(z
n) is a

sufficient condition for T n[UXZ,s]σ(unij(ŝ), z
n) 6= ∅. Therefore for all s ∈ I(ŝ) and d =

(i, zn, 1) ∈ Ds, it holds that∣∣Bs,d∣∣ ≥ ∣∣∣{j ∈ J : unij(ŝ) ∈ T n[UZ,s]ζ(z
n)
}∣∣∣. (4.20)

Furthermore by using (3.10), the rate of choosing the random sequences unij(ŝ) for a
fixed index i, is given by

R2 = min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys)− 2δ. (4.21)

Based on assumption (4.6), assume that

0 < 2δ < min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys)− max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Zs). (4.22)

This implies by using (4.21) that

R2 > max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Zs). (4.23)

Assume that τ is small enough such that

τ < R2 − max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Zs). (4.24)

Moreover, in the proof of (4.15), it was shown that T n[UZ,s]ζ(z
n) 6= ∅. Thus, Lemma 2.11

together with (4.20), (4.21), (4.23), and (4.24) implies that

α6 min
s∈I(ŝ),d∈Ds

|Bs,d| ≥ exp(−6n(δ + 5τ)) min
s∈I(ŝ),d∈Ds

∣∣∣{j : unij(ŝ) ∈ T n[UZ,s]ζ(z
n)
}∣∣∣

> exp(−6n(δ + 5τ)) exp
[
n
(
R2 − max

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Uŝ;Zs)− τ

)]
= exp

[
n
(

min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys)− max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Zs)− 8δ − 31τ
)]
. (4.25)

The size of τ as a function of ζ, n, and other constant quantities is given by using (2.8).
The constants in this case are universal for all sets I(ŝ).
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Alice Bob

Public Channel

(i, p, ŝ)

q q
xn yn

{unij(ŝ)}(i,j)∈I×J
{vijpq

n
(ŝ)}(p,q)∈P×Q

{unij(ŝ)}(i,j)∈I×J
{vijpq

n
(ŝ)}(p,q)∈P×Q

Figure 4.2: Generating the CR q

By keeping |K| = k lower than the left hand side of (4.19), condition (3.42) of Lemma 3.3
is guaranteed. Therefore, it follows by using (4.25) and the definition of R′sk from (4.4)
that for τ > 0 small enough

1

n
log |K| > R′sk − 8δ.

This gives condition (3.4) of Definition 3.3.

Part b) Let δ > 0 be given. In this part, it is shown that if

Rsk := min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ)− max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Zs|Uŝ) > 0, (4.26)

then Rsk is achievable for all RVs Uŝ and Vŝ satisfying (4.2) and (4.3). It may be assumed
that

min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys) ≤ max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Zs). (4.27)

Because otherwise, it follows by using the Markov chains in (4.2) that

Rsk = min
s∈I(ŝ)

[
I(Vŝ;Ys) + I(Uŝ;Ys|Vŝ)− I(Uŝ;Ys)

]
− max
s∈I(ŝ)

[
I(Vŝ;Zs) + I(Uŝ;Zs|Vŝ)− I(Uŝ;Zs)

]
≤ min

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Ys)− max

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Zs)−

[
min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys)− max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Zs)
]
,

which implies by using part a) that Rsk is achievable.
Similarly as in part a), Alice sends her estimated marginal index to Bob over the public

noiseless channel. For the case that hypothesis testing has led to the correct decision ŝ,
both Alice and Bob find the corresponding family of sequences {unij(ŝ)}(i,j)∈I×J from

Table 4.1 and also the related families of sequences {vijpq
n
(ŝ)}(p,q)∈P×Q for each member

of the chosen row of the table. Lemma 3.2b implies for all σ > 0 small enough and
n ∈ N sufficiently large, the existence of some encoder functions ϕ : X n → P ∪ {0} and
ρ : X n → Q∪ {0}. These encoders give the indices ϕ(xn) = p and ρ(xn) = q of the
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4.1 Single-Letter Secret-Key Capacity Lower Bound

sequence vijpq
n
(ŝ) to be chosen from the family of sequences {vijpq

n
(ŝ)}(p,q)∈P×Q for the

given indices i and j.
As shown in Figure 4.2, in addition to the transmitted ŝ, Alice sends further the

indices f(xn) = i and ϕ(xn) = p to Bob over the public channel. By part a) of this
theorem, g(xn) = j is known to Bob by a probability close to one. Lemma 3.2b implies
for all ϑ > σ small enough and n sufficiently large, the existence of a decoder function
ρ̃ : I × J × P × Ŝ × Yn → Q, with which Bob can reconstruct the index q to be used
as the CR. The upper bound of the error probability was given in (3.17) in Lemma 3.2.
Due to (4.27), the index g(xn) = j can not be used as the CR any more. This is because
in this case assumption (4.22) can not be made.

Similarly as in (4.7) in part a), for all estimation results which may lead to a correct
or incorrect decision, the error probability upper bound for all s ∈ I(ŝ) is exponentially
small. Therefore, condition (3.5) of Definition 3.3 is satisfied.
The public communication function is represented by the RV

fc(X
n
ŝ ) = (f(Xn

ŝ ), ϕ(Xn
ŝ ), Ŝ).

As shown in the following, the communication rate satisfies condition (3.3) of Defini-
tion 3.3:

1

n
log
(
‖f‖ · ‖ϕ‖ · |Ŝ|

)
= max

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) + max

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs) + 6δ +

1

n
log |Ŝ|

≤ Γ + 7δ,

for n sufficiently large. The equality is a result of (3.9) and (3.11) from Lemma 3.2 and
the inequality follows by (4.3).

For showing that conditions (3.4) and (3.6) of Definition 3.3 also hold, the RVs C,Ds,
and the set Bs are defined similarly as in part a), but this time for the coding scheme
from Lemma 3.2b). To this end, an analogue to the set Ts from part a) is first defined.
Similarly as in [18, Theorem 17.21] for the non-compound version, let ϑ > σ|X | be given
and define

T ′s :=
{

(xn, zn) ∈ X n ×Zn : xn ∈ T ∧ (unij(ŝ), v
ij
pq
n
(ŝ), xn, zn) ∈ T n[UV XZ,s]ϑ

}
.

Similarly as in (4.8), it can be shown that PnXZ,s(T ′cs ) goes to zero exponentially fast as
n goes to infinity.

Define for all s ∈ I(ŝ) the RVs C and Ds and the set Bs to be used in Lemma 3.3 as
follows

C := ρ(Xn
ŝ ),

Ds :=
(
f(Xn

ŝ ), g(Xn
ŝ ), ϕ(Xn

ŝ ), Zns ,1T ′s (Xn
ŝ , Z

n
s )
)
,

Bs :=
{(
q, (i, j, p, zn, 1)

)
: (i, j, p, q) ∈ I × J × P ×Q,

zn ∈ T n[Zs]ξ ∧ T
n

[UXZ,s]σ(unij(ŝ), z
n) 6= ∅ ∧ T n[UV XZ,s]ϑ(unij(ŝ), v

ij
pq
n
(ŝ), zn) 6= ∅

}
.
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4 Secret-Key Capacity of Finite Compound Sources

Assume that RVs C and Ds take their values in the sets C and D respectively. Moreover,
let the sets Ds and Bs,d be defined as in Lemma 3.3.

Define α and η as in (4.11). Similarly as in part a), it can be shown that all conditions
of Lemma 3.3 including conditions (3.40) and (3.41) are satisfied. Thus, there exists an
SK generator κ : Q → {1, 2 · · · , k}, giving rise to the RV K = κ(ρ(Xn

ŝ )), which satisfies
condition (3.6) of Definition 3.3.

The rate of choosing sequences vijpq
n
(ŝ) for fixed indices i, j, and p is given by using (3.12)

as follows.

R3 = min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ)− 2δ.

Based on assumption (4.26), assume that

0 < 2δ < min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ)− max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Zs|Uŝ).

This implies that

R3 > max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Zs|Uŝ).

Therefore, Lemma 2.12 with this rate and some θ satisfying σ|X | < θ < ϑ implies that

α6 min
s∈I(ŝ),d∈Ds

|Bs,d| ≥ exp(−6n(δ + 5τ)) min
s∈I(ŝ),d∈Ds

∣∣∣{q : vijpq
n
(ŝ) ∈ T n[UV Z,s]θ(u

n
ij(ŝ), z

n)
}∣∣∣

> exp
[
n
(

min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ)− max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Zs|Uŝ)− 8δ − 31τ
)]
.

(4.28)

The size of τ as a function of θ, n, and other constant quantities is given by using (2.9).
Similarly as in part a), the constants in this case are universal for all sets I(ŝ).

By keeping k lower than α6 mins∈I(ŝ),d∈Ds |Bs,d|, condition (3.42) of Lemma 3.3 is
guaranteed. Therefore, it follows by using (4.28) and the definition of Rsk from (4.26)
that

1

n
log |K| > Rsk − 8δ.

This satisfies condition (3.4) of Definition 3.3, which completes the proof.

4.2 Multi-Letter Secret-Key Capacity Formula

Next, a multi-letter SK capacity formula as a function of a finite compound DMMS and
public communication rate upper bound is derived.

Similar techniques which are used for deriving the non-compound SK capacity results
in [18, Theorem 17.21], [17], are used and extended to the finite compound setup.
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4.2 Multi-Letter Secret-Key Capacity Formula

Theorem 4.2. Consider the SK model from Section 3.2 with a finite compound DMMS
S = {XY Z, s}s∈S , set of marginals Ŝ = {Xŝ}ŝ∈Ŝ , and a one-way communication over a
public noiseless channel with communication rate upper bound Γ ∈ (0,∞]. Then, the SK
capacity is given by

Csk(S,Γ) = lim
n→∞

1

n
min
ŝ∈Ŝ

max
Uŝ,Vŝ

{
min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Y
n
s |Uŝ)− max

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Z

n
s |Uŝ)

}
, (4.29)

where the outer max is taken over all RVs Uŝ and Vŝ such that

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), Uŝ − Vŝ −Xn
ŝ − Y n

s Z
n
s , (4.30)

1

n
max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;X
n
ŝ |Y n

s ) +
1

n
max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;X
n
ŝ |UŝY n

s ) ≤ Γ. (4.31)

Proof. The achievability of the SK rate in (4.29) follows by a code-blocking argument.
For this, we apply the result of Theorem 4.1 to an n-fold product of the source. This
gives the achievability of the following SK rate:

1

n
min
ŝ∈Ŝ

max
Uŝ,Vŝ

{
min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Y
n
s |Uŝ)− max

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Z

n
s |Uŝ)

}
, (4.32)

where n ∈ N and the outer max is taken over all RVs Uŝ and Vŝ satisfying conditions (4.30)
and (4.31).

To show the achievability of (4.29), we have to show that the limit exists. Similarly as
in [36], the proof follows by using the Fekete’s lemma [56] which states that if a sequence
an is superadditive i.e. an+m ≥ an + am, then lim

n→∞
an/n exists.

To this end, define the sequences

an(ŝ) := max
Uŝ,Vŝ

{
min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Y
n
s |Uŝ)− max

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Z

n
s |Uŝ)

}
,

an := min
ŝ∈Ŝ

an(ŝ). (4.33)

Take two arbitrary independent Markov chains

Uŝ,1 − Vŝ,1 −Xn
ŝ,1 − Y n

s,1Z
n
s,1 , (4.34)

Uŝ,2 − Vŝ,2 −Xm
ŝ,2 − Y m

s,2Z
m
s,2 , (4.35)

such that m,n ∈ N and it holds:

Ûŝ := (Uŝ,1, Uŝ,2),

V̂ŝ := (Vŝ,1, Vŝ,2),

Xn+m
ŝ := (Xn

ŝ,1, X
m
ŝ,2),

Y n+m
s := (Y n

s,1, Y
m
s,2),

Zn+m
s := (Zns,1, Z

m
s,2).
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4 Secret-Key Capacity of Finite Compound Sources

As the two Markov chains are independent, any RV from (4.34) is independent of all
RVs in (4.35) and vice versa. Therefore, the Markov chain Ûŝ− V̂ŝ−Xn+m

ŝ −Y n+m
s Zn+m

s

holds and

an+m(ŝ) = max
Ûŝ,V̂ŝ

{
min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(V̂ŝ;Y
n+m
s |Ûŝ)− max

s∈I(ŝ)
I(V̂ŝ;Z

n+m
s |Ûŝ)

}
≥ max

Ûŝ,V̂ŝ

{
min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ,1;Y n
s,1|Uŝ,1)− max

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ,1;Zns,1|Uŝ,1)

+ min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ,2;Y m
s,2|Uŝ,2)− max

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ,2;Zms,2|Uŝ,2)

}
= an(ŝ) + am(ŝ).

Thus, by taking the minimum from both sides of this inequality and using the definition
in (4.33), it follows that

an+m ≥ min
ŝ∈Ŝ
{an(ŝ) + am(ŝ)}

≥ min
ŝ∈Ŝ
{an(ŝ)}+ min

ŝ∈Ŝ
{am(ŝ)}

= an + am.

Therefore, the limit in (4.29) exists and is achievable.
For the converse proof, let Rsk > 0 be an achievable SK rate and s ∈ S be given.

Assume that ŝ ∈ Ŝ is the marginal index and thus s ∈ I(ŝ). Alice sends a message
fc(X

n
ŝ ) to Bob over the public channel and generates an SK represented by RV K = KA.

It holds by using Definition 3.2 and condition (3.6) of Definition 3.3 that for all δ > 0
and n sufficiently large

1

n
log |K| − 1

n
min
s∈I(ŝ)

H
(
KA|Zns , fc(X

n
ŝ )
)
< δ. (4.36)

Moreover, by using Lemma 2.8 (Fano’s inequality), it holds that

1

n
max
s∈I(ŝ)

H
(
KA|Y n

s , fc(X
n
ŝ )
)
<

1

n
δ log |K|+ 1

n
. (4.37)

By adding (4.36) and (4.37), it follows that

1

n
log |K| < 1

n

[
min
s∈I(ŝ)

H
(
KA|Zns , fc(X

n
ŝ )
)

− max
s∈I(ŝ)

H
(
KA|Y n

s , fc(X
n
ŝ )
)]

+
1

n
δ log |K|+ 1

n
+ δ.

Thus, by using condition (3.4) of Definition 3.3 and taking

ε := δ/(1− δ) +
1

n(1− δ)
+ δ,
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4.2 Multi-Letter Secret-Key Capacity Formula

it follows that for n sufficiently large

Rsk <
1

n
log |K|+ δ

≤ 1

1− δ
· 1

n

[
min
s∈I(ŝ)

I
(
KA;Y n

s |fc(X
n
ŝ )
)
− max
s∈I(ŝ)

I
(
KA;Zns |fc(X

n
ŝ )
)]

+ ε. (4.38)

The last inequality follows by adding and subtracting the term H(KA|fc(X
n
ŝ )).

Next, define RVs

Uŝ := fc(X
n
ŝ )

Vŝ := (fc(X
n
ŝ ),KA). (4.39)

It holds that
I(Xn

ŝ ;Uŝ|Vŝ) = 0.

Furthermore, as fc(X
n
ŝ ) and KA are both functions of Xn

ŝ , it holds that

I(Y n
s Z

n
s ;UŝVŝ|Xn

ŝ ) = 0.

This proves that the Markov chains in (4.30) are valid.
Next, we show that the RVs Uŝ and Vŝ satisfy also the communication rate condi-

tion (4.31). It holds that

1

n
max
s∈I(ŝ)

H(fc(X
n
ŝ )|Y n

s ) ≤ 1

n
log ‖fc‖. (4.40)

By adding (4.37) and (4.40), it follows that

1

n
max
s∈I(ŝ)

H(fc(X
n
ŝ )|Y n

s ) +
1

n
max
s∈I(ŝ)

H
(
KA|Y n

s , fc(X
n
ŝ )
)

<
1

n
log ‖fc‖+

1

n
δ log |K|+ 1

n
. (4.41)

Furthermore, it holds trivially that

H(fc(X
n
ŝ )|Xn

ŝ , Y
n
s ) = H

(
KA, fc(X

n
ŝ )|Xn

ŝ , Y
n
s , fc(X

n
ŝ )
)

= 0.

By subtracting these terms from the values inside the maximums in (4.41), it follows
that

1

n
max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Xn
ŝ ; fc(X

n
ŝ )|Y n

s ) +
1

n
max
s∈I(ŝ)

I
(
Xn
ŝ ;KA, fc(X

n
ŝ )|Y n

s , fc(X
n
ŝ )
)

<
1

n
log ‖fc‖+

1

n
δ log |K|+ 1

n
. (4.42)

By using condition (3.3) and inserting the values of Uŝ and Vŝ from (4.39) into (4.42),
it follows for δ sufficiently small and n large enough that condition (4.31) also holds.
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4 Secret-Key Capacity of Finite Compound Sources

Finally, by taking the maximum with respect to Uŝ and Vŝ and the minimum with
respect to ŝ ∈ Ŝ in (4.38), it follows for δ > 0 sufficiently small and n large enough that

Rsk ≤
1

n
min
ŝ∈Ŝ

max
Uŝ,Vŝ

[
min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Y
n
s |Uŝ)− max

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Z

n
s |Uŝ)

]
,

which completes the proof.

4.3 Alphabet Size of Auxiliary Random Variables

In this section, some upper bounds for the range size of the auxiliary RVs Uŝ and Vŝ in
Theorem 4.1 are derived. The upper bounds in this case are given for each ŝ ∈ Ŝ by:

|Uŝ| ≤ |X |+ 4|I(ŝ)| − 1, (4.43)

|V ′ŝ| ≤ |X |+ 2|I(ŝ)|, (4.44)

with Vŝ := (Uŝ, V
′
ŝ ), and Uŝ and V ′ŝ being the alphabets of Uŝ and V ′ŝ respectively. To

achieve the SK rate in Theorem 4.1 for a finite S, it suffices that the alphabet sizes of
Uŝ and V ′ŝ are at most the upper bounds in (4.43) and (4.44) respectively. Although
these upper bounds are not necessarily optimal, but they show how the size of compound
sources might influence the alphabet size of auxiliary RVs.

To derive (4.43) and (4.44), similarly as in [18, Theorem 17.13], we show that any Uŝ
and Vŝ which satisfy the Markov conditions in (4.2) but not conditions (4.43) and (4.44),
can be replaced by other RVs Ūŝ and V̄ŝ satisfying these conditions. We also show that
this replacement does not affect the following quantities and thus the SK capacity remains
unchanged:

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys), I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs),
I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ), I(Vŝ;Zs|Uŝ). (4.45)

To this end, define the following |X |+ 4|I(ŝ)| − 1 real valued continuous functions for
all P ∈ P(Vŝ) as follows:
a) For every x ∈ X but one,

fx(P ) :=
∑
v∈Vŝ

P (v)W (x|v), (4.46)

where W : Vŝ → P(X ) is a stochastic matrix with W := PXŝ|Vŝ .
b) For all s ∈ I(ŝ),

f (1)
s (P ) := H(PW (1)

s )−H(PW ),

f (2)
s (P ) :=

∑
v∈Vŝ

P (v)
[
H
(
W (1)
s (·|v)

)
−H

(
W (·|v)

)]
,

f (3)
s (P ) := H(PW (1)

s )−
∑
v∈Vŝ

P (v)H
(
W (1)
s (·|v)

)
,

f (4)
s (P ) := H(PW (2)

s )−
∑
v∈Vŝ

P (v)H
(
W (2)
s (·|v)

)
,
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4.3 Alphabet Size of Auxiliary Random Variables

where W
(1)
s and W

(2)
s are stochastic matrices as follows

W (1)
s : Vŝ → P(Y), W (1)

s := PYs|Vŝ ,

W (2)
s : Vŝ → P(Z), W (2)

s := PZs|Vŝ .

The definitions in a) and b) imply that

PXŝ(x) =
∑
u∈Uŝ

PUŝ(u)fx(PVŝ|Uŝ(·|u)), (4.47)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) = H(Xŝ)−H(Ys) +
∑
u∈Uŝ

PUŝ(u)f (1)
s (PVŝ|Uŝ(·|u)), (4.48)

I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs) =
∑
u∈Uŝ

PUŝ(u)
[
f (2)
s (PVŝ|Uŝ(·|u))− f (1)

s (PVŝ|Uŝ(·|u))
]
, (4.49)

I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ) =
∑
u∈Uŝ

PUŝ(u)f (3)
s (PVŝ|Uŝ(·|u)), (4.50)

I(Vŝ;Zs|Uŝ) =
∑
u∈Uŝ

PUŝ(u)f (4)
s (PVŝ|Uŝ(·|u)). (4.51)

Next, by applying Lemma 2.3 (Support) to (4.47)-(4.51), it follows that there exist
PDs Pū ∈ P(Vŝ), ū ∈ Ūŝ such that

PXŝ(x) =
∑
ū∈Ūŝ

αūfx(Pū), (4.52)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) = H(Xŝ)−H(Ys) +
∑
ū∈Ūŝ

αūf
(1)
s (Pū), (4.53)

I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs) =
∑
ū∈Ūŝ

αū
[
f (2)
s (Pū)− f (1)

s (Pū)
]
, (4.54)

I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ) =
∑
ū∈Ūŝ

αūf
(3)
s (Pū), (4.55)

I(Vŝ;Zs|Uŝ) =
∑
ū∈Ūŝ

αūf
(4)
s (Pū), (4.56)

where
∑

ū∈Ūŝ αū = 1, αū ≥ 0, and

Ūŝ := {1, 2, · · · , |X |+ 4|I(ŝ)| − 1}. (4.57)

By using condition (4.52), we may define the RV Ūŝ with values in Ūŝ, and RV Ṽŝ with
values in Vŝ such that

PŪ Ṽ XY Z,s(ū, v, x, y, z) = αūPū(v)W (x|v)PY Z,s|Xŝ(y, z|x),

where (ū, v, x, y, z) ∈ Ūŝ×Vŝ×X ×Y×Z. This definition implies that the Markov chains

Ūŝ − Ṽŝ −Xŝ − YsZs
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4 Secret-Key Capacity of Finite Compound Sources

hold. The equations (4.53)-(4.56) imply that the values in (4.45) do not change by
replacing Uŝ by Ūŝ, and Vŝ by Ṽŝ.

Again, Similarly as in [18, Theorem 17.13], we fix Ūŝ and define in the following an RV
V ′ŝ . We replace then Ṽŝ by RV V̄ŝ := (Ūŝ, V

′
ŝ ). Finally, we show that this replacement

leaves the values in (4.45) unchanged.
For this, define the following |X | + 2|I(ŝ)| real valued continuous functions for all

P ∈ P(X )

gx(P ) := P (x), for every x ∈ X but one, (4.58)

g(P ) := H(P ), (4.59)

g(1)
s (P ) := H(PŴ (1)

s ), g(2)
s (P ) := H(PŴ (2)

s ), (4.60)

where Ŵ
(1)
s and Ŵ

(2)
s are stochastic matrices as follows

Ŵ (1)
s : X → P(Y), Ŵ (1)

s := PYs|Xŝ ,

Ŵ (2)
s : X → P(Z), Ŵ (2)

s := PZs|Xŝ .

Let Ūŝ = ū be given. Similarly as in (4.47)-(4.51), the quantities

PXŝ|Ūŝ(x|ū), H(Xŝ|Ūŝ = ū, Ṽŝ),

H(Ys|Ūŝ = ū, Ṽŝ), and H(Zs|Ūŝ = ū, Ṽŝ)

can be expressed as average values of the functions in (4.58)-(4.60), at points PXŝ|Vŝ(·|v)
with weights Pū(v). Again applying Lemma 2.3 to these values implies that there exist
PDs Pūv′ ∈ P(X ), with v′ ∈ V ′ŝ such that

PXŝ|Ūŝ(x|ū) =
∑
v′∈V ′ŝ

βūv′gx(Pūv′), (4.61)

H(Xŝ|Ūŝ = ū, Ṽŝ) =
∑
v′∈V ′ŝ

βūv′g(Pūv′), (4.62)

H(Ys|Ūŝ = ū, Ṽŝ) =
∑
v′∈V ′ŝ

βūv′g
(1)
s (Pūv′), (4.63)

H(Zs|Ūŝ = ū, Ṽŝ) =
∑
v′∈V ′ŝ

βūv′g
(2)
s (Pūv′), (4.64)

where
∑

v′∈V ′ŝ
βūv′ = 1, βūv′ ≥ 0, and

V ′ŝ := {1, 2, · · · , |X |+ 2|I(ŝ)|}. (4.65)

By using condition (4.61), we may define the RV V ′ŝ such that

PV ′XY Z,s|Ūŝ(v
′, x, y, z|ū) = βūv′Pūv′(x)PY Z,s|Xŝ(y, z|x),
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4.3 Alphabet Size of Auxiliary Random Variables

where (ū, v′, x, y, z) ∈ Ūŝ × V ′ŝ × X × Y × Z. This definition implies that the Markov
chains

Ūŝ − ŪŝV ′ŝ −Xŝ − YsZs

hold. Moreover, the equations (4.62)-(4.64) imply that the values in (4.45) whose RVs
were replaced by Ūŝ and Ṽŝ remain again unchanged if Ṽŝ is replaced by V̄ŝ = (Ūŝ, V

′
ŝ ).

The upper bounds in (4.43) and (4.44) follow by using (4.57) and (4.65).
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5 Secret-Key Capacity of Infinite
Compound Sources

In this chapter, the SK capacity results for arbitrary (possibly infinite) compound sources
are presented, where the SK model from Chapter 3, Section 3.2 is used. It is assumed
that the set of marginals is finite.

5.1 Single-Letter Secret-Key Capacity Formula (Degraded
Compound Sources)

In the following, a single-letter SK capacity formula is given for a degraded compound
source with an arbitrary set of source states S which might be infinite. The set of
marginals Ŝ is assumed to be finite.

Theorem 5.1. Consider the SK model from Section 3.2 with an arbitrary (possibly
infinite) compound DMMS S = {XY Z, s}s∈S , a finite set of marginals Ŝ = {Xŝ}ŝ∈Ŝ ,
and a one-way communication over a public noiseless channel. If the following Markov
chains are satisfied (i.e. the compound source is degraded),

∀ŝ ∈ Ŝ, ∀r, t ∈ I(ŝ), Xŝ − Yr − Zt, (5.1)

then, the SK capacity is given by

Csk(S) = min
ŝ∈Ŝ

{
inf

r∈I(ŝ)
I(Xŝ;Yr)− sup

t∈I(ŝ)
I(Xŝ;Zt)

}
. (5.2)

Proof. The achievability of the SK rate in (5.2) for a finite source follows directly from
the special case of Theorem 4.1. By taking RV Uŝ to be Xŝ in part a) of the proof of
Theorem 4.1 in (4.4), it follows that the given rate in (5.2) for a finite S is achievable.

To show the achievability of the SK rate in (5.2) for an infinite S and a finite set of
marginals Ŝ, let ŝ ∈ Ŝ be given and consider the following infinite class of stochastic
matrices:

{PY Z,s|Xŝ : X → P(Y × Z)}s∈I(ŝ). (5.3)

The approximation follows Similarly as in [38]. Lemma 2.6 implies by making l
dependent on codeword length n and taking l = n3 that for any n3 > 2|Y × Z|2, there
exists a finite set of stochastic matrices

{Ws′ : X → P(Y × Z)}s′∈In(ŝ), with |In(ŝ)| ≤ (n3 + 1)|X×Y×Z|, (5.4)
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5 Secret-Key Capacity of Infinite Compound Sources

Xŝ Xŝ

Sn =
⋃

ŝ∈Ŝ In(ŝ)S =
⋃

ŝ∈Ŝ I(ŝ)I(ŝ) In(ŝ)

Figure 5.1: Informal illustration of an example of a compound source approximation

which approximates the one in (5.3) such that

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), ∃s′ ∈ In(ŝ), ∀(x, y, z) ∈ X × Y × Z,∣∣PY Z,s|Xŝ(y, z|x)−Ws′(y, z|x)
∣∣ ≤ 1

n3
|Y × Z|, (5.5)

PY Z,s|Xŝ(y, z|x) ≤ e
2|Y×Z|2

n3 Ws′(y, z|x). (5.6)

As ŝ ∈ Ŝ was chosen arbitrarily, we may repeat this procedure for all ŝ ∈ Ŝ and define
the following finite source

Sn :=
⋃
ŝ∈Ŝ

In(ŝ) =
⋃
ŝ∈Ŝ

{
XY Z, s′

}
s′∈In(ŝ)

, (5.7)

where for all ŝ ∈ Ŝ, s′ ∈ In(ŝ), and (x, y, z) ∈ X × Y × Z, the PDs of RVs in Sn are
given by

PXY Z,s′(x, y, z) := PXŝ(x)Ws′(y, z|x).

An example of this procedure is depicted informally in Figure 5.1. The left diagram in
the figure represents an example of an infinite compound source S which was also given
in Chapter 3, Figure 3.1. The right diagram in Figure 5.1 represents an example of a
finite compound source Sn which approximates S.

The assumption l = n3 in Lemma 2.6 is necessary as the approximation should become
more precise by increasing the codeword length (number of source uses) n. Define for a
marginal index ŝ and indices r, t ∈ I(ŝ),

f(ŝ, r, t) := I(Xŝ;Yr)− I(Xŝ;Zt). (5.8)

Since the approximating compound sources Sn given by (5.7) are finite, Theorem 4.1
implies the achievability of the following SK rates for each Sn as a fixed source:

min
ŝ∈Ŝ

min
r′,t′∈In(ŝ)

f(ŝ, r′, t′). (5.9)
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5.1 Single-Letter Secret-Key Capacity Formula (Degraded Compound Sources)

On the other hand, the sets Sn and In(ŝ) are dependent on the codeword length n.
This means that by increasing n, both Sn and In(ŝ) change too. Therefore, the proof of
Theorem 4.1 as well as its corresponding lemmas should be slightly adjusted such that
the constants are always universal for all In(ŝ) and n.

To this end, first of all, the constant τ which is defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1,
should be chosen such that it remains fixed by increasing n. However, if Sn is applied in
Theorem 4.1, then the size of τ is dependent on the compound sources In(ŝ) and thus on
n in assumptions (4.14) and (4.24). To find a universal τ , we must show that the term

max
s′∈In(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Zs′),

which appears on the right hand sides of (4.14) and (4.24) approaches

sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Zs), (5.10)

as n goes to infinity. The proof follows similarly as in (5.46) by using (5.5). Therefore,
as the infinite compound source I(ŝ) in (5.10) is fixed, τ can be chosen independent of n.
Similar argument holds for choosing δ in (4.22).

Moreover, in deriving the upper bound (4.16) in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the size of
constant σ was given by (2.2) for a given τ and each element of the compound source.
However, if Sn is applied in Theorem 4.1, then the size of σ is dependent on the compound
sources In(ŝ) and thus on n. To find a universal σ, we must first show that the term

min
s′∈In(ŝ)

µXŝZs′

approaches
inf

s∈I(ŝ)
µXŝZs ,

as n goes to infinity. The proof follows by using (5.12). Therefore, σ can be made
sufficiently small such that

0 < σ < inf
s∈I(ŝ)

µXŝZs . (5.11)

Finally, as I(ŝ) in (5.11) is fixed, σ would be independent of n. The upper bound in (5.11)
is non-zero, because the marginal Xŝ in µXŝZs is fixed.

In the following, it is shown that for some universal n0 > 0 and all n ≥ n0, the SK
generation protocols which guarantee the achievability of the SK rates in (5.9) for finite
compound sources Sn, also guarantee the achievability of the SK rate given in (5.2)
for the infinite compound source S. To this end, all conditions of Definition 3.3 will
be verified in the following. For each Sn, the constant n0 from Definition 3.3 depends
only linearly on log |In(ŝ)| (cf. proof of Theorem 4.1). Furthermore, we showed in (5.10)
and (5.11) that the constants which are used in the SK generation protocols are universal
for all In(ŝ). Therefore, a universal n0 can be determined which works for all Sn with
n ≥ n0. This will be explained in more detail in the rest of this proof.
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5 Secret-Key Capacity of Infinite Compound Sources

Condition (3.4) (SK Rate): It follows by using (5.5) that for all r, t ∈ I(ŝ) and their
corresponding indices r′, t′ ∈ In(ŝ),

γ1 :=
1

2
‖PXY,r − PXY,r′‖ ≤

1

2n3
|Y × Z|2,

γ2 :=
1

2
‖PXZ,t − PXZ,t′‖ ≤

1

2n3
|Y × Z|2. (5.12)

Since γ1 ≤ 1− (|X ||Y|)−1 and γ2 ≤ 1− (|X ||Z|)−1 hold for n large enough, it follows
by Lemma 2.9 that

|I(Xŝ;Yr)−I(Xŝ;Yr′)| < 3γ1 log(|X × Y|) + 3h(γ1), (5.13)

|I(Xŝ;Zt)−I(Xŝ;Zt′)| < 3γ2 log(|X × Z|) + 3h(γ2). (5.14)

By using (5.8), (5.13), and (5.14), it holds that

|f(ŝ, r, t)− f(ŝ, r′, t′)| ≤ |I(Xŝ;Yr)− I(Xŝ;Yr′)|+ |I(Xŝ;Zt)− I(Xŝ;Zt′)|

<
3|Y × Z|2

2n3
log(|X 2 × Y × Z|) + 6h

( |Y × Z|2
2n3

)
. (5.15)

Let ε > 0 be given. To show that the SK rate of this protocol is close to the one which
is given in (5.2), it is sufficient to show that∣∣min

ŝ∈Ŝ
inf

r,t∈I(ŝ)
f(ŝ, r, t)−min

ŝ∈Ŝ
min

r′,t′∈In(ŝ)
f(ŝ, r′, t′)

∣∣ < ε. (5.16)

Similarly as in [57,58], let τ > 0 be given. There exist then r0, t0 ∈ I(ŝ) such that

inf
r,t∈I(ŝ)

f(ŝ, r, t) > f(ŝ, r0, t0)− τ

> min
r′,t′∈In(ŝ)

f(ŝ, r′, t′)− ε,

where the second inequality holds for τ small enough and is a result of (5.15) and the
concavity of the binary entropy function. Similarly, there exist r′0, t

′
0 ∈ In(ŝ) such that

min
r′,t′∈In(ŝ)

f(ŝ, r′, t′) > f(ŝ, r′0, t
′
0)− τ

> inf
r,t∈I(ŝ)

f
(
ŝ, r, t

)
− ε.

Therefore, as the index ŝ ∈ Ŝ was taken arbitrarily, the relation (5.16) follows directly.
This implies that condition (3.4) of Definition 3.3 is satisfied for the infinite source S.

Conditions (3.5) and (3.6) (Reliability and Security): For verifying condition (3.5) of
Definition 3.3, the following inequality is required:

PnYs|Xŝ(y
n|xn) =

n∏
i=1

PYs|Xŝ(yi|xi)

≤ e
2|Y×Z|2

n2 V n
s′ (y

n|xn), (5.17)
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where Vs′(y|x) :=
∑

z∈ZWs′(y, z|x) for any x ∈ X , y ∈ Y . The second inequality in (5.17)
is a result of (5.6).

In order to use the finite protocol for the infinite source S, Alice estimates her marginal
PD by hypothesis testing. Let the correct estimation decision be given by index ŝ.
The result of estimation for the source S is identical with the one from the source Sn.
Moreover, assume that the encoder g and decoder g̃ which are given by Lemma 3.2a), are
used to generate the CR. The error probability upper bound for all s ∈ I(ŝ) is given by

Pr
{
g(Xn

ŝ ) 6=g̃
(
f(Xn

ŝ ), Ŝ, Y n
s

)}
≤ PnXY,s

({
(xn, yn) ∈ X n × Yn : g(xn) 6= g̃(f(xn), ŝ, yn)

})
+

∑
s̃∈Ŝ−{ŝ}

PŜ(s̃)Pr
{
g(Xn

ŝ ) 6= g̃
(
f(Xn

ŝ ), Ŝ, Y n
s

)∣∣Ŝ = s̃
}

≤ e
2|Y×Z|2

n2

∑
(xn,yn)∈Xn×Yn:

g(xn)6=g̃(f(xn),ŝ,yn)

PnXŝ(x
n)V n

s′ (y
n|xn) + exp(−nc1) · |Ŝ|

≤ e
2|Y×Z|2

n2 PnXY,s′
({

(xn, yn) ∈ X n × Yn :

g(xn) 6= g̃(f(xn), ŝ, yn)
})

+ exp(−nc1) · |Ŝ|

≤ e
2|Y×Z|2

n2 exp(−nδ0) + exp(−nc1) · |Ŝ|,

for some c1, δ0 > 0. The second inequality follows by (5.17) and (3.8). The last inequality
is a result of (3.15) from Lemma 3.2a). Therefore, the error probability is exponentially
small.

The probability that such a decoder exists for finite In(ŝ) was given partly in (3.33).
As the constants τ, τ ′, and δ1 in (3.33) are universal for all In(ŝ), it follows by using the
inequality in (5.4) that a universal n0 exists such that for all n ≥ n0, the probability
in (3.33) is non-zero and thus such a coding scheme for finite sources Sn exists. This
is because the upper bound (n3 + 1)|X×Y×Z| in (5.4) increases only polynomially with
respect to n. On the other hand, the term exp(−n(δ− τ − τ ′− δ1)) in (3.33) goes to zero
exponentially fast, as n goes to infinity.

To show that condition (3.6) of Definition 3.3 is also guaranteed, assume again that the
encoder g and decoder g̃ from Lemma 3.2a) are used and the correct estimation decision
is ŝ. Let ε > 0 be given. As the protocol guarantees condition (3.6) of Definition 3.3 for
finite sources Sn, it holds by using Definitions 3.2 that for all s′ ∈ In(ŝ)

S(KA|Zns′ , f(Xn
ŝ ), Ŝ = ŝ) = log |K| −H(κ(g(Xn

ŝ ))|Ŝ = ŝ)

+ I(κ(g(Xn
ŝ ));Zns′ , f(Xn

ŝ )|Ŝ = ŝ) < ε, (5.18)

where KA,K, and κ are given by Definition 3.1 and Lemma 3.3. An upper bound
for (5.18) is given by (4.18) in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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5 Secret-Key Capacity of Infinite Compound Sources

Furthermore, it holds that

γ3 : =
1

2

∥∥Pκ(g(Xn
ŝ ))Zns f(Xn

ŝ )|Ŝ(·|ŝ)− Pκ(g(Xn
ŝ ))Zn

s′f(Xn
ŝ )|Ŝ(·|ŝ)

∥∥
≤ 1

2− 2 exp(−nc0)

∥∥Pκ(g(Xn
ŝ ))Zns fc(Xn

ŝ ) − Pκ(g(Xn
ŝ ))Zn

s′fc(Xn
ŝ )

∥∥
≤
n
∥∥PXZ,s − PXZ,s′∥∥
2− 2 exp(−nc0)

≤ |Y × Z|2

2n2(1− exp(−nc0))
, (5.19)

where RVs f(Xŝ) with alphabet I and fc(X
n
ŝ ) = (f(Xn

ŝ ), Ŝ) are given by Lemma 3.2a)
and in the proof of Theorem 4.1. The first inequality follows by (3.7) and the second
one by the fact that no mapping of the PDs increases their 1-norm distance. The last
inequality is a result of (5.5). Since γ3 ≤ 1 − 1

|K×Zn×I| , then Lemma 2.9 implies by

using (5.19) that∣∣I(κ(g(Xn
ŝ ));Zns , f(Xn

ŝ )|Ŝ = ŝ)− I(κ(g(Xn
ŝ ));Zns′ , f(Xn

ŝ )|Ŝ = ŝ)
∣∣

< 3γ3 log(|K × Zn × I|) + 3h(γ3)

≤ 3|Y × Z|2c2

2n(1− exp(−nc0))
+ 3h

( |Y × Z|2

2n2(1− exp(−nc0))

)
, (5.20)

for some c2 > 0 and n sufficiently large. The second inequality follows by the fact that
the argument of the log function does not increase faster than exponentially. Therefore,
it follows by using (3.7), (3.8), (5.18), and (5.20) that for all s ∈ I(ŝ)

S(KA|Zns , f(Xn
ŝ ), Ŝ) = PŜ(ŝ)S(KA|Zns , f(Xn

ŝ ), Ŝ = ŝ)

+
∑

s̃∈Ŝ−{ŝ}

PŜ(s̃)S
(
KA|Zns , f(Xn

ŝ ), Ŝ = s̃
)

< ε+
3|Y × Z|2c2

2n(1− exp(−nc0))
+ 3h

( |Y × Z|2

2n2(1− exp(−nc0))

)
+ n exp(−nc1)|Ŝ|c2,

for some c2 > 0. Therefore, the security index goes to zero as n goes to infinity.

The existence of the SK generator κ for finite sources Sn follows again by applying (5.4)
to (3.42). As a result, the inequality in (4.19) always hold because the upper bound
(n3 + 1)X×Y×Z in (5.4) increases only polynomially with respect to n. Therefore, the
probability in (3.57) is non-zero.

For the converse proof, assume that Rsk is achievable. By using the upper bound
in (3.1) from Theorem 3.1 or [12, Theorem 1], it follows that

Rsk ≤ min
ŝ∈Ŝ

inf
r,t∈I(ŝ)

I(Xŝ;Yr|Zt). (5.21)
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Furthermore, for any given ŝ ∈ Ŝ and all r, t ∈ I(ŝ), it holds by Markov conditions
in (5.1) that

I(Xŝ;Yr)− I(Xŝ;Zt) = I(Xŝ;Yr|Zt).

This identity together with (5.21) completes the proof.

5.2 Convexity of the Rate Region

In this section, the SK capacity result which was derived in Chapter 4, Theorem 4.1 for
finite compound sources, is reformulated as a set (region) of SK rate versus communication
rate constraint pairs i.e. (Rsk,Γ). It is shown that this region is in general convex for
compound sources. Moreover, the convexity holds if the compound set is infinite. The
proof of convexity follows by a similar approach as in non-compound two-party model
in [16, Section 3.3.5] but this time for a compound three-party source model.

Based on this result, it follows that the SK upper bound which is used in the definition
of this region is a continuous function with respect to the communication rate upper
bound Γ. This property is used in Section 5.3 to extend the SK capacity result of
Theorem 4.1 from finite to an arbitrary (possibly infinite) compound source with a finite
set of marginals.

Let an arbitrary (possibly infinite) compound source S = {XY Z, s}s∈S with set of
marginals Ŝ = {Xŝ}ŝ∈Ŝ be given. Define the rate region as follows:

R(S) :=
⋂
ŝ∈Ŝ

⋃
Uŝ,Vŝ

{
(Rsk,Γ) ∈ R+ × R++ :

Rsk ≤ inf
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ)− sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Zs|Uŝ)

∧ sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) + sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs) ≤ Γ
}
, (5.22)

where the union is taken over all RVs Uŝ and Vŝ such that

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), Uŝ − Vŝ −Xŝ − YsZs . (5.23)

In the following theorem, the convexity of this set is claimed.

Theorem 5.2. For an arbitrary (possibly infinite) DMMS S = {XY Z, s}s∈S the rate
region R(S) is convex.

Proof. Let ŝ ∈ Ŝ be given. Let (R1,Γ1), (R2,Γ2) ∈ R(S) be given. It follows by

using (5.22) and (5.23) that there exist P
(1)
UVŝ|Xŝ and P

(2)
UVŝ|Xŝ with

R1 ≤ inf
s∈I(ŝ)

I(V
(1)
ŝ ;Ys|U (1)

ŝ )− sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(V
(1)
ŝ ;Zs|U (1)

ŝ ),

R2 ≤ inf
s∈I(ŝ)

I(V
(2)
ŝ ;Ys|U (2)

ŝ )− sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(V
(2)
ŝ ;Zs|U (2)

ŝ ),
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such that

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), U
(1)
ŝ − V

(1)
ŝ −Xŝ − YsZs , (5.24)

sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(U
(1)
ŝ ;Xŝ|Ys) + sup

s∈I(ŝ)
I(V

(1)
ŝ ;Xŝ|U

(1)
ŝ Ys) ≤ Γ, (5.25)

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), U
(2)
ŝ − V

(2)
ŝ −Xŝ − YsZs , (5.26)

sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(U
(2)
ŝ ;Xŝ|Ys) + sup

s∈I(ŝ)
I(V

(2)
ŝ ;Xŝ|U

(2)
ŝ Ys) ≤ Γ. (5.27)

Define a time sharing RV T with range {1, 2} being independent of all other RVs as
follows

PT (1) := α, PT (2) := ᾱ = 1− α, where α ∈ [0, 1]. (5.28)

Assume that RVs U
(1)
ŝ and U

(2)
ŝ have the same alphabet Uŝ. Similarly, let V

(1)
ŝ and V

(2)
ŝ

have the same alphabet Vŝ. Construct the auxiliary RV Uŝ with range Ūŝ, and Vŝ with
range V̄ŝ= Vŝ×{1, 2} such that for all (ū, v̄, x, y, z) = (u, t, v, t, x, y, z) ∈ Ūŝ×V̄ŝ×X×Y×Z
their joint PD with XŝYsZs is given by:

PUŝVŝXŝYsZs(ū, v̄, x, y, z) := P
U

(T )
ŝ V

(T )
ŝ TXŝYsZs

(u, v, t, x, y, z)

:= PT (t)P
U

(t)
ŝ V

(t)
ŝ XŝYsZs

(u, v, x, y, z). (5.29)

Next, to prove the convexity of the set R(S), we show that the following Markov
chains hold

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), Uŝ − Vŝ −Xŝ − YsZs. (5.30)

Furthermore, we show that

αR1 + ᾱR2 ≤ inf
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ)− sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Zs|Uŝ), (5.31)

αΓ1 + ᾱΓ2 ≥ sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) + sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs). (5.32)

It holds for all ū ∈ Ūŝ, v̄ = (v, t) ∈ V̄ŝ, x ∈ X , and s ∈ I(ŝ) that

PXŝ|UŝVŝ(x|ū, v̄) =
PUŝVŝXŝ(ū, v̄, x)

PUŝVŝ(ū, v̄)

=
PT (t)P

U
(t)
ŝ V

(t)
ŝ Xŝ

(u, v, x)

PT (t)P
U

(t)
ŝ V

(t)
ŝ

(u, v)

= P
Xŝ|V

(t)
ŝ

(x|v)

=
PT (t)P

V
(t)
ŝ Xŝ

(v, x)

PT (t)P
V

(t)
ŝ

(v)

= PXŝ|Vŝ(x|v̄),
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where the second equality follows by (5.29). The third equality is a result of (5.24)
and (5.26).

Similarly, it follows for all y ∈ Y and z ∈ Z that

PYsZs|UŝVŝXŝ(y, z|ū, v̄, x) =
PUŝVŝXŝYsZs(ū, v̄, x, y, z)

PUŝVŝXŝ(ū, v̄, x)

=
PT (t)P

U
(t)
ŝ V

(t)
ŝ XŝYsZs

(u, v, x, y, z)

PT (t)P
U

(t)
ŝ V

(t)
ŝ Xŝ

(u, v, x)

= P
YsZs|U(t)

ŝ V
(t)
ŝ Xŝ

(y, z|u, v, x)

= PYsZs|Xŝ(y, z|x).

Thus, the Markov chains in (5.30) hold. Next, the inequality (5.31) is shown. It holds
by using (5.28) and (5.29) that

αR1 + ᾱR2 ≤ α inf
r,s∈I(ŝ)

{
I(V

(1)
ŝ ;Yr|U (1)

ŝ )− I(V
(1)
ŝ ;Zs|U (1)

ŝ )
}

+ ᾱ inf
r,s∈I(ŝ)

{
I(V

(2)
ŝ ;Yr|U (2)

ŝ )− I(V
(2)
ŝ ;Zs|U (2)

ŝ )
}

≤ inf
r,s∈I(ŝ)

{
αI(V

(1)
ŝ ;Yr|U (1)

ŝ )

− αI(V
(1)
ŝ ;Zs|U (1)

ŝ )

+ ᾱI(V
(2)
ŝ ;Yr|U (2)

ŝ )

− ᾱI(V
(2)
ŝ ;Zs|U (2)

ŝ )
}

= inf
r,s∈I(ŝ)

{ ∑
t∈{1,2}

PT (t)H(Yr|U (t)
ŝ , T = t)

−
∑

t∈{1,2}

PT (t)H(Yr|U (t)
ŝ V

(t)
ŝ , T = t)

−
∑

t∈{1,2}

PT (t)H(Zs|U (t)
ŝ , T = t)

+
∑

t∈{1,2}

PT (t)H(Zs|U (t)
ŝ V

(t)
ŝ , T = t)

}
= inf

r,s∈I(ŝ)

{
I(Vŝ;Yr|Uŝ)− I(Vŝ;Zs|Uŝ)

}
.

This gives the inequality (5.31).

Next, we show in the following that (5.32) holds. It follows by using (5.25), (5.27),
(5.28), and (5.29) that
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αΓ1+ᾱΓ2 ≥ α sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(U
(1)
ŝ ;Xŝ|Ys) + α sup

s∈I(ŝ)
I(V

(1)
ŝ ;Xŝ|U

(1)
ŝ Ys)

+ ᾱ sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(U
(2)
ŝ ;Xŝ|Ys) + ᾱ sup

s∈I(ŝ)
I(V

(2)
ŝ ;Xŝ|U

(2)
ŝ Ys)

≥ sup
s∈I(ŝ)

{
αI(U

(1)
ŝ ;Xŝ|Ys) + ᾱI(U

(2)
ŝ ;Xŝ|Ys)

}
+ sup
s∈I(ŝ)

{
αI(V

(1)
ŝ ;Xŝ|U

(1)
ŝ Ys) + ᾱI(V

(2)
ŝ ;Xŝ|U

(2)
ŝ Ys)

}
= sup

s∈I(ŝ)

{
H(Xŝ|Ys)−

∑
t∈{1,2}

PT (t)H(Xŝ|YsU
(t)
ŝ , T = t)

}
+ sup
s∈I(ŝ)

{ ∑
t∈{1,2}

PT (t)H(Xŝ|YsU
(t)
ŝ , T = t)−

∑
t∈{1,2}

PT (t)H(Xŝ|YsU
(t)
ŝ V

(t)
ŝ , T = t)

}
= sup

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) + sup

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs).

This gives the inequality (5.32). It follows then by using (5.30), (5.31), and (5.32) that

α(R1,Γ1) + ᾱ(R2,Γ2) ∈ R(S).

This completes the proof of convexity.

5.3 Single-Letter Secret-Key Capacity Lower Bound

In the following, Theorem 5.3 gives a single-letter lower bound for the SK capacity as a
function of the compound DMMS and public communication rate upper bound. It is
assumed that the compound set S is arbitrary (possibly infinite) and the set of marginals
Ŝ is finite.

Theorem 5.3. Consider the SK model from Section 3.2 with an arbitrary (possibly
infinite) compound DMMS S = {XY Z, s}s∈S , a finite set of marginals Ŝ = {Xŝ}ŝ∈Ŝ ,
and a one-way communication over a public noiseless channel with communication rate
upper bound Γ ∈ (0,∞]. Then, it holds that

Csk(S,Γ) ≥ min
ŝ∈Ŝ

sup
Uŝ,Vŝ

{
inf

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Ys|Uŝ)− sup

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Zs|Uŝ)

}
, (5.33)

where the outer sup is taken over all RVs Uŝ and Vŝ such that

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), Uŝ − Vŝ −Xŝ − YsZs , (5.34)

sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) + sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs) ≤ Γ. (5.35)
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Proof. Let the compound source S be infinite and the set of marginals Ŝ be finite. Let
ŝ ∈ Ŝ be given and consider the infinite class of stochastic matrices as follows:

{PY Z,s|Xŝ : X → P(Y × Z)}s∈I(ŝ). (5.36)

In the first step, similarly as in Theorem 5.1, we approximate the class of stochastic
matrices given in (5.36). Lemma 2.6 implies by taking l = n3 that for any n3 > 2|Y × Z|2,
there exists a finite set of stochastic matrices

{Ws′ : X → P(Y × Z)}s′∈In(ŝ) with |In(ŝ)| ≤ (n3 + 1)|X×Y×Z|, (5.37)

which approximates the one in (5.36) such that conditions (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7) hold.
The proof is done first for a special case in part a). The proof of general case follows

in part b).

Part a) Define for all ŝ ∈ Ŝ and r, t ∈ I(ŝ)

f̄(ŝ, r, t) := I(Uŝ;Yr)− I(Uŝ;Zt). (5.38)

We show that the following SK rate is achievable:

R̄sk(S,Γ) := min
ŝ∈Ŝ

sup
Uŝ

inf
r,t∈I(ŝ)

f̄(ŝ, r, t), (5.39)

where the sup is taken over all RVs Uŝ such that

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), Uŝ −Xŝ − YsZs , and sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) ≤ Γ. (5.40)

By using (5.38) and Theorem 4.1 for finite compound sources Sn, it follows that the
following SK rates are achievable:

R̄sk(Sn,Γ) := min
ŝ∈Ŝ

max
Uŝ

min
r′,t′∈In(ŝ)

f̄(ŝ, r′, t′), (5.41)

where the max is taken over all Uŝ with alphabet Uŝ such that

∀s′ ∈ In(ŝ), Uŝ −Xŝ − Ys′Zs′ , max
s′∈In(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys′) ≤ Γ. (5.42)

The argument regarding universal constants which was given in the proof of Theorem 5.1
holds also here. These constants should be chosen universally for all sets In(ŝ) as explained
there.

Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we show next for some n0 > 0 and all n ≥ n0

that the SK generation protocols which guarantee the achievability of the SK rates
in (5.41) for finite compound sources Sn, also guarantee the achievability of the SK rate
in (5.39) for the infinite compound source S. To this end, we verify in the following, all
conditions of Definition 3.3. A universal n0 can be determined, because it depends only
linearly on log |In(ŝ)| (cf. proof of Theorem 4.1).
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Condition (3.3) (Communication Rate Constraint): For Sn, the communication rate
between Alice and Bob is given in the proof of Theorem 4.1, part a) as

max
s′∈In(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys′) + 3δ +
1

n
log |Ŝ|. (5.43)

Next, we show that by applying the infinite source S, the communication rate 1
n log ‖fc‖

still satisfies condition (3.3) of Definition 3.3.
The Markov chain conditions in (5.40) imply that for all s ∈ I(ŝ) and (u, x, y, z) ∈
Uŝ×X × Y × Z,

PUXY Z,s(u, x, y, z) = PUŝ|Xŝ(u|x)PXY Z,s(x, y, z).

Take the same stochastic matrix PUŝ|Xŝ as above and define

PUXY Z,s′(u, x, y, z) := PUŝ|Xŝ(u|x)PXY Z,s′(x, y, z),

where s′ ∈ In(ŝ). Thus Uŝ satisfies the Markov chains in (5.42).
Furthermore, it follows by using (5.5) and the Markov chain conditions in (5.40)

and (5.42) that

γ(1)
n :=

1

2

∥∥PUY,s − PUY,s′∥∥ ≤ 1

2n3
|Y × Z|2. (5.44)

By using Lemma 2.9 together with (5.44), it follows that

|I(Uŝ;Ys)− I(Uŝ;Ys′)| < ε(1)
n , (5.45)

where ε(1)
n := 3γ(1)

n log(|Uŝ×Y|) + 3h(γ(1)
n ).

By adding and subtracting the term I(Uŝ;Xŝ) inside the absolute value in (5.45) and
using the Markov chain properties, and also using the infimum and minimum properties
as in the proof of (5.16), it follows that

| sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys)− max
s′∈In(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys′)| ≤ ε(1)
n . (5.46)

The sequence γ
(1)
n and thus ε

(1)
n approach zero as n goes to infinity. Thus, condition (3.3)

follows by using (5.43) and (5.46).
Condition (3.4) (SK Rate): Similarly as in (5.44), it can be shown by using (5.5) and

the Markov chain conditions in (5.40) and (5.42) that for all t ∈ I(ŝ) and its corresponding
t′ ∈ In(ŝ) from the approximating source,

γ(2)
n :=

1

2

∥∥PUZ,t − PUZ,t′∥∥ ≤ 1

2n3
|Y × Z|2. (5.47)

Again, by using Lemma 2.9 together with (5.47), it follows that

|I(Uŝ;Zt)− I(Uŝ;Zt′)| < ε(2)
n , (5.48)
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where ε(2)
n :=3γ(2)

n log(|Uŝ×Z|) + 3h(γ(2)
n ).

Similarly as in the proof of (5.16), the inequalities (5.45) and (5.48) together with the
definition in (5.38), triangle inequality, and infimum properties imply that

inf
s,t∈I(ŝ)

f̄(ŝ, s, t) ≤ min
s′,t′∈In(ŝ)

f̄(ŝ, s′, t′) + ε(1)
n + ε(2)

n . (5.49)

Next, we take maximum of both sides in (5.49) over all Uŝ which satisfy

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), Uŝ −Xŝ − YsZs, sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) ≤ Γ− 1/n. (5.50)

The term ε
(1)
n in (5.46) approaches zero faster than 1/n. Thus, in the maximization

process in (5.49), each Uŝ that satisfies (5.50), also satisfies max
s′∈In(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys′) ≤ Γ. By

using (5.39), (5.41), (5.49) and minimizing over ŝ ∈ Ŝ, it follows that

R̄sk(S,Γ− 1/n) ≤ R̄sk(Sn,Γ) + ε(1)
n + ε(2)

n . (5.51)

On the other hand, R̄sk(S, ·) is a continuous function with respect to Γ and it holds
for all n ∈ N that

R̄sk(S,Γ) ≤ R̄sk(S,Γ− 1/n) + ε(3)
n , (5.52)

where ε
(3)
n approaches zero as n goes to infinity. The continuity of R̄sk(S, ·) follows from

the fact that the set of all
(
R̄sk(S,Γ),Γ

)
pairs forms a convex set. The convexity was

discussed in Section 5.2, Theorem 5.2.
By using (5.51), (5.52), and the fact that R̄sk(Sn,Γ) are achievable, it follows that the

SK rate R̄sk(S,Γ) for the infinite source S also satisfies condition (3.4).
Conditions (3.5) and (3.6) (Reliability and Security): These two steps follow similarly

as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 by using (5.5) and (5.6). There, it was shown that the
decoding error probability and security index approach zero for all s ∈ I(ŝ).

Part b) In this part, the proof of general case is given. Define for all ŝ ∈ Ŝ and r, t ∈ I(ŝ)

f(ŝ, r, t) := I(Vŝ;Yr|Uŝ)− I(Vŝ;Zt|Uŝ). (5.53)

We show that the following SK rate is achievable:

Rsk(S,Γ) := min
ŝ∈Ŝ

sup
Uŝ,Vŝ

inf
r,t∈I(ŝ)

f(ŝ, r, t), (5.54)

where Rsk(S,Γ) is the lower bound in (5.33) and the supremum is taken over all RVs Uŝ
and Vŝ satisfying (5.34) and (5.35).

By using (5.53) and Theorem 4.1 for finite compound sources Sn, it follows that the
following SK rates are achievable:

Rsk(Sn,Γ) := min
ŝ∈Ŝ

max
Uŝ,Vŝ

min
r′,t′∈In(ŝ)

f(ŝ, r′, t′), (5.55)
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where the max is taken over all RVs Uŝ and Vŝ such that

∀s′ ∈ In(ŝ), Uŝ − Vŝ −Xŝ − Ys′Zs′ , (5.56)

max
s′∈In(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys′) + max
s′∈In(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs′) ≤ Γ. (5.57)

Similarly as in part a), all conditions of Definition 3.3 are verified in the following.
Condition (3.3) (Communication Rate Constraint): For Sn, the communication rate

between Alice and Bob is given in the proof of Theorem 4.1, part b) as

max
s′∈In(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys′) + max
s′∈In(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs′) + 6δ +
1

n
log |Ŝ|. (5.58)

Next, we show that by applying the infinite source S, the communication rate 1
n log ‖fc‖

still satisfies condition (3.3).
The Markov chain conditions in (5.34) imply that for all s ∈ I(ŝ) and (u, v, x, y, z) ∈
Uŝ × Vŝ×X × Y × Z,

PUV XY Z,s(u, x, y, z) = PUŝVŝ|Xŝ(u, v|x)PXY Z,s(x, y, z).

Take the same stochastic matrix PUŝVŝ|Xŝ as above and define

PUV XY Z,s′(u, x, y, z) := PUŝVŝ|Xŝ(u, v|x)PXY Z,s′(x, y, z),

where s′ ∈ In(ŝ). Thus, Uŝ and Vŝ satisfy the Markov chains in (5.56). Similarly as
in (5.46) and by using Lemma 2.9, it can be shown that∣∣ sup

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) + sup

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs)

− max
s′∈In(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys′)− max
s′∈In(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs′)
∣∣ ≤ εn, (5.59)

where εn approaches zero as n goes to infinity. This implies by using (5.58) that
condition (3.3) of Definition 3.3 is satisfied.

Condition (3.4) (SK Rate): Similarly as in (5.49), it can be shown by using Lemma 2.9
and (5.53) that

inf
s,t∈I(ŝ)

f(ŝ, s, t) ≤ min
s′,t′∈In(ŝ)

f(ŝ, s′, t′) + ε′n, (5.60)

where ε′n approaches zero as n goes to infinity. We take the maximum of both sides
in (5.60) over all Uŝ and Vŝ which satisfy (5.34) and

sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) + sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;Xŝ|UŝYs) ≤ Γ− 1/n. (5.61)

Similarly as in (5.46), the term εn in (5.59) approaches zero faster than 1/n. Thus, in
the maximization process in (5.60), each Uŝ and Vŝ that satisfy (5.61), satisfies also (5.57).
Therefore, by using (5.54), (5.55), (5.60) and minimizing over ŝ ∈ Ŝ, it follows that

Rsk(S,Γ− 1/n) ≤ Rsk(Sn,Γ) + ε′n. (5.62)
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On the other hand, Rsk(S, ·) is a continuous function with respect to Γ and it holds
for all n ∈ N that

Rsk(S,Γ) ≤ Rsk(S,Γ− 1/n) + ε′′n, (5.63)

where ε′′n approaches zero as n goes to infinity. Again, the continuity of Rsk(S, ·) follows
from the fact that the set of all

(
Rsk(S,Γ),Γ

)
pairs forms a convex set and the convexity

is a result of Theorem 5.2.
By using (5.62), (5.63), and the fact that Rsk(Sn,Γ) is achievable, it follows that the

SK rate Rsk(S,Γ) for the infinite source S also satisfies condition (3.4).
Conditions (3.5) and (3.6) (Reliability and Security): These two steps follow again

similarly as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 by using (5.5) and (5.6). This completes the
proof.

5.4 Multi-Letter Secret-Key Capacity Formula

Next, a multi-letter SK capacity formula as a function of a compound DMMS and public
communication rate upper bound is given. The compound source is again assumed to be
arbitrary (possibly infinite). The set of marginals is finite.

Theorem 5.4. Consider the SK model from Section 3.2 with an arbitrary (possibly
infinite) compound DMMS S = {XY Z, s}s∈S , a finite set of marginals Ŝ = {Xŝ}ŝ∈Ŝ ,
and a one-way communication over a public noiseless channel with communication rate
upper bound Γ ∈ (0,∞]. Then, the SK capacity is given by

Csk(S,Γ) = lim
n→∞

1

n
min
ŝ∈Ŝ

sup
Uŝ,Vŝ

{
inf

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Y

n
s |Uŝ)− sup

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Vŝ;Z

n
s |Uŝ)

}
, (5.64)

where the outer sup is taken over all RVs Uŝ and Vŝ such that

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), Uŝ − Vŝ −Xn
ŝ − Y n

s Z
n
s ,

1

n
sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;X
n
ŝ |Y n

s ) +
1

n
sup
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Vŝ;X
n
ŝ |UŝY n

s ) ≤ Γ.

Proof. The achievability proof of the SK rate in (5.64) follows by a code-blocking argument.
For this, we apply the result of Theorem 5.3 to an n-fold product of the source. Similarly
as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, the existence of the limit in (5.64) is shown by using the
Fekete’s lemma [56]. The argument for the converse proof is similar as in the proof of
Theorem 4.2, but this time for infinite compound sources.
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6 Compound Biometric Authentication
Systems with Strong Secrecy

In this chapter, the SK model and capacity region of the compound biometric authen-
tication systems are given. To this end, a special case of the SK capacity results from
Chapter 4 is used in the biometric model.

6.1 Mathematical Model with Compound Sources

Figure 6.1 shows the biometric authentication model using a 2-party finite compound
DMMS S = {XY, s}s∈S . The source takes its values in the finite set X × Y.

Similarly as in [16], the model consists of two steps. In the enrollment phase, the
user’s biometric information is captured and based on that the biometric enrollment
sequence Xn

ŝ is generated in time duration n ∈ N. Next, in the authentication phase, a
biometric authentication sequence Y n

s is generated based on the newly captured biometric
information of the same user. Both sequences are given by observing the correlated
components of the compound DMMS S.

As seen in Figure 6.1, the enrollment sequence Xn
ŝ is fed to an enrollment terminal

which has access to a public database. It may store information there which is publicly
available. The authentication sequence Y n

s is similarly fed to an authentication terminal
which has access to the public database as well. As the database is publicly available, an
adversary has also access to the database.

It is assumed that the set S as well as its statistics with PDs {PXY,s}s∈S are known to
the enrollment and authentication terminals. However, they do not have the knowledge
of the actual realization of the source.

As RVs Xn
ŝ and Y n

s are correlated, enrollment and authentication terminals may
generate a shared SK by communicating over the public database. Only a one-way
communication over the public database is allowed. The following definition gives a more
precise description of this procedure which is similar to the non-compound protocol [16].

Definition 6.1. A biometric authentication protocol with compound source set S =
{XY, s}s∈S consists of the following steps:

• After observing Xn
ŝ , the enrollment terminal stores some helper data M in the

public database. Assume that M takes its values in the set M.

• Furthermore, the enrollment terminal generates an SK, represented by an RV K,
based on its knowledge Xn

ŝ . K takes its values in K. The enrollment terminal stores
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S = {XY, s}s∈S

Adversary

Xn
ŝ Y n

s

Public Database

Compound DMMS

M

K K̂

M M

AuthenticationEnrollment

Figure 6.1: Compound biometric authentication system.

an encrypted version of K in the database. The encryption is performed by using a
one-way function.

• Next, the authentication terminal reads the helper data M from the database. It
then generates an SK, represented by an RV K̂, based on its knowledge (Y n

s ,M).
K̂ takes its values in K as well.

• Finally, the authentication terminal generates the encrypted version of K̂ by the
same one-way function which was used by enrollment terminal. It then compares it
with the encrypted version of K which was stored in the public database. If they
are identical, then the authentication is approved and otherwise failed.

As the helper data is stored in the public database and consequently available to Eve,
it should not reveal any information about the SK. Moreover, the generated SK should
have a uniform distribution.

Another critical constraint is related to the privacy leakage [27]. The privacy leakage
is defined to be the amount of information which the helper data M reveals about
the biometric enrollment sequence Xn

ŝ [16]. The helper data should not reveal much
information about the user’s biometric information. In the following, the definition of an
achievable SK rate Rsk versus privacy leakage rate constraint L for a compound source is
given where the strong secrecy [14] is guaranteed.

Definition 6.2. A pair of numbers (Rsk, L) ∈ R+×R++ is achievable for the compound
source S = {XY, s}s∈S , iff for all δ > 0, and all n ∈ N large enough, there exists a
biometric authentication protocol with helper data M , giving rise to the RVs K and K̂
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with values in K, for which it holds for all s ∈ S that

Rsk <
1

n
log |K|+ δ, (6.1)

Pr(K 6= K̂) < δ, (6.2)

I(K;M) < δ, (6.3)

log |K| < H(K) + δ, (6.4)

1

n
I(Xn

ŝ ;M) < L+ δ. (6.5)

R(S) is defined to be the SK capacity region containing all pairs (Rsk, L) which are
achievable.

Remark. In the protocol from Definition 6.1, no randomization was assumed. Similarly
as in [18, Problem 17.15(a)], it can be shown that each rate pair (Rsk, L) that is achievable
by using a randomized M , can also be achieved without randomization.

Condition (6.1) from Definition 6.2 gives the SK rate condition. Condition (6.2) ensures
that the generated SKs K and K̂ are reliably identical and thus the authentication
procedure is done with a sufficiently low error probability.

Condition (6.3) guarantees the strong secrecy. Unlike the weak secrecy where only the
rate of mutual information should be small, the strong secrecy ensures that the helper
data M reveals asymptotically no information about the generated SK K. Condition (6.4)
of Definition 6.2 guarantees the uniformity of the generated SK.

Finally, condition (6.5) ensures that the information rate which the helper data M
reveals about the biometric enrollment sequence Xn

ŝ is limited by constraint L. Each of
these conditions should be satisfied simultaneously for all realizations of the compound
source with indices s ∈ S.

Remark. To understand the importance of strong secrecy in condition (6.3) of Defini-
tion 6.2, the readers are recommended to refer to the examples in [59, Section 3]. Weak
secrecy which is given by the condition n−1I(K;M) < δ, does not always guarantee an
operational secrecy. This is because, some protocols in information theoretic security are
vulnerable to serious attacks and yet they might satisfy the weak secrecy condition.

In the following, similarly as in Section 3.2 and [29, 30], a subset of the compound
set S is defined. This definition is required for stating the results and defining the rate
regions.

Definition 6.3. Let compound source S = {XY, s}s∈S be given and Ŝ = {Xŝ}ŝ∈Ŝ be its

set of marginals. For a given marginal Xŝ ∈ Ŝ, the set of all possible joint sources is
denoted by I(ŝ) = {XY, s}s∈I(ŝ) and is given by

I(ŝ) :=
{
XY, s ∈ S : ∀x ∈ X ,

∑
y∈Y

PXY,s(x, y) = PXŝ(x)
}
.
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Finally, the rate region R∗(S) is defined in the following. This region is required for
stating the main result in Section 6.2.

Definition 6.4. Let compound source S = {XY, s}s∈S be given and Ŝ = {Xŝ}ŝ∈Ŝ be its
set of marginals. Then

R∗(S) :=
⋂
ŝ∈Ŝ

⋃
Uŝ

{
(Rsk, L) ∈ R+ × R++ : Rsk ≤ min

s∈I(ŝ)
I(Uŝ;Ys)

∧ max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) ≤ L
}
,

where the union is taken over all RVs Uŝ such that it holds

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), Uŝ −Xŝ − Ys.

6.2 Secret-Key Capacity Region

To show the achievability of a given pair (Rsk, L) from Section 6.1, we use the SK model
from Section 3.2 and the results from Section 4.1. In that model three terminals observe
the correlated components of a compound source

S := {XY Z, s}s∈S

and two of them (Alice and Bob) generate a shared SK by only a one-way communication
over a public noiseless channel while keeping it secret from the third terminal (Eve).
Moreover, the communication rate between Alice and Bob is constrained.

In Definition 3.3 of achievability for the mentioned model, the security and unifor-
mity conditions of biometric model which were given in conditions (6.3) and (6.4) of
Definition 6.2 are combined and replaced by

∀s ∈ S, S(K|Zns ,M) < δ. (6.6)

This condition guarantees the strong secrecy and uniformity of the generated SK K
simultaneously.

Furthermore, in Definition 3.3 instead of the privacy leakage rate constraint (6.5) of
Definition 6.2, the following stronger condition is required:

1

n
log |M| < L+ δ, (6.7)

where L is interpreted as the public communication rate constraint between Alice and
Bob.

In the following a single-letter SK capacity lower bound as a function of public
communication rate upper bound L is given. This result is a special case of Theorem 4.1
and follows by taking Zs = constant. We use this Lemma to show the achievability of the
SK rate for compound biometric authentication systems and find the capacity regions.
We note that in [30] the capacity regions are derived by using a different approach for
the achievability proof which is based on the setup in [16].
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Lemma 6.1. For a finite compound DMMS S = {XY, s}s∈S , set of marginals Ŝ =
{Xŝ}ŝ∈Ŝ , and a one-way communication over a public noiseless channel with constraint
L ∈ (0,∞], the following SK rate is achievable:

min
ŝ∈Ŝ

max
Uŝ

min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys), (6.8)

where the max is taken over all RVs Uŝ such that it holds:

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), Uŝ −Xŝ − Ys and max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) ≤ L.

Corollary 6.1. By taking Uŝ = Xŝ in Lemma 6.1, the privacy leakage rate condition
reduces to max

s∈I(ŝ)
H(Xŝ|Ys) ≤ L and the max in (6.8) becomes obsolete. The achievable

rate (6.8) reduces then to the special case min
s∈S

I(Xs;Ys) which is given in [29] and the

non-compound version in [11, 12].

Finally, the single-letter SK capacity region of a finite compound biometric authentica-
tion model from Section 6.1, is given in the following. In this approach, strong secrecy is
guaranteed. The extension from finite to infinite compound sources (with a finite set of
marginals) follows similarly as in Chapter 5.

Theorem 6.1. Consider the biometric authentication model from Section 6.1 with a finite
compound DMMS S = {XY, s}s∈S , set of marginals Ŝ = {Xŝ}ŝ∈Ŝ , and the corresponding
regions R(S) and R∗(S) from Definitions 6.2 and 6.4. Then, it holds that

R(S) = R∗(S).

Proof. To prove the achievability part, we assume that (Rsk, L) ∈ R∗(S) and show that
(Rsk, L) ∈ R(S). Definition 6.4 implies for all ŝ ∈ Ŝ that there exists some Uŝ with

∀s ∈ I(ŝ), Uŝ −Xŝ − Ys,

such that it holds:

0 ≤ Rsk ≤ min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys) ∧ max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) ≤ L.

As ŝ was taken arbitrarily, this implies that

0 ≤ Rsk ≤ min
ŝ∈Ŝ

max
Uŝ

min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys). (6.9)

On the other hand, by using Lemma 6.1, the upper bound in (6.9) is an achievable
SK rate with respect to the conditions (6.1), (6.2), (6.6), and (6.7). This implies that
the upper bound is also achievable with respect to Definition 6.2. This is because, for a
given δ > 0 and s ∈ S, it follows [16] that

1

n
I(Xn

ŝ ;M) =
1

n
H(M)

≤ 1

n
log |M|

≤ L+ δ,
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where the last inequality is a result of (6.7). The strong secrecy and uniformity condi-
tions (6.3) and (6.4) from Definition 6.2 follow as well by using condition (6.6). Therefore,
it holds that (Rsk, L) ∈ R(S) and the achievability proof is complete.

The converse proof follows similarly as in [16,30]. Assume that (Rsk, L) ∈ R(S). Let
δ > 0 be given and ŝ ∈ Ŝ be the marginal index. Furthermore, let s ∈ I(ŝ) be given.
Define the RVs

Uŝ,i := KMXi−1
ŝ with i ∈ {1, 2, · · ·n},

Uŝ := Uŝ,TT, Xŝ := Xŝ,T , Ys := Ys,T , (6.10)

where T is considered to be a uniform RV on the set {1, 2, · · ·n} and independent of all
other RVs. Furthermore, Xŝ,i is the i’th element in the sequence Xn

ŝ , and Ys,i is the i’th
element in the sequence Y n

s . It holds that

H(K) = I(K;MY n
s ) +H(K|MY n

s K̂)

≤ I(K;MY n
s ) +H(K|K̂)

≤ I(K;M) + I(KM ;Y n
s ) + 1 + Pr(K 6= K̂) log |K|

≤ I(K;M) +
n∑
i=1

I(KMY i−1
s ;Ys,i) + 1 + δ log |K|

≤ I(K;M) +
n∑
i=1

I(KMXi−1
ŝ ;Ys,i) + 1 + δ log |K|

= I(K;M) +
n∑
i=1

I(Uŝ,i;Ys,i) + 1 + δ log |K|

= I(K;M) + nI(Uŝ,T ;Ys,T |T ) + 1 + δ log |K|
= I(K;M) + nI(Uŝ;Ys) + 1 + δ log |K|, (6.11)

where the second inequality follows by Lemma 2.8 and the third one by condition (6.2)
of Definition 6.2.

By using the inequality (6.11) and conditions (6.1), (6.3) and (6.4) of Definition 6.2
and the fact that |K| ≤ |X |n, it follows that

Rsk ≤
1

n
H(K) + 2δ

≤ 1

n
I(K;M) + I(Uŝ;Ys) +

1

n
+
δ

n
log |X |n + 2δ.

Therefore, as s ∈ I(ŝ) was chosen arbitrarily, it implies for δ sufficiently small and n
large enough that

0 ≤ Rsk ≤ min
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Ys). (6.12)
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Similarly as in [16, 30], it can be shown for all i ∈ {1, · · ·n} and (k,m, xi−1, xi, yi) ∈
K ×M×X i−1 ×X × Y that

PKMXi−1
ŝ Xŝ,iYs,i

(k,m, xi−1, xi, yi)

= PXŝ,i(xi)PYs,i|Xŝ,i(yi|xi)PKMXi−1
ŝ |Xŝ,i(k,m, x

i−1|xi).

This implies for all s ∈ I(ŝ) that the Markov chains Uŝ,i −Xŝ,i − Ys,i hold. Therefore,
it follows by using (6.10) that the following Markov chains also hold

Uŝ −Xŝ − Ys. (6.13)

In the last step, it holds by using the definitions in (6.10) and Lemma 2.8 that

I(Xn
ŝ ;M) = H(M)−H(M |Xn

ŝ )

≥ H(M |Y n
s )−H(KM |Xn

ŝ )

≥ H(KM |Y n
s )−H(K|K̂)−H(KM |Xn

ŝ )

≥ I(KM ;Xn
ŝ )− I(KM ;Y n

s )− 1− δ log |K|
≥ nI(Uŝ;Xŝ)− nI(Uŝ;Ys)− 1− δ log |K|.

Thus, by using condition (6.5) of Definition 6.2, it follows that

L > I(Uŝ;Xŝ)− I(Uŝ;Ys)−
1

n
− δ log |X | − δ.

As s ∈ I(ŝ) was taken arbitrarily, it follows for δ sufficiently small and n large enough
that

max
s∈I(ŝ)

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) ≤ L. (6.14)

The inequalities (6.12) and (6.14) together with Markov conditions (6.13) and the fact
that ŝ ∈ Ŝ was taken arbitrarily, imply that (Rsk, L) ∈ R∗(S). This completes the proof
of converse.

6.3 Alphabet Size of Auxiliary Random Variables

In this section, we use Lemma 2.3 to determine an upper bound for the alphabet size of
the auxiliary RV Uŝ with range Uŝ. In this case, the upper bound is given by

|Uŝ| ≤ |X |+ |I(ŝ)|. (6.15)

Remark. As seen in (6.15), for each marginal index ŝ, the upper bound for the size of
Uŝ depends on the size of compound index set I(ŝ). In the special case of non-compound
sources, this upper bound reduces to |X |+ 1 as given in [16].
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To prove (6.15), let Uŝ fulfill the Markov chains Uŝ−Xŝ−Ys for all s ∈ I(ŝ). We show
that there is an RV Ūŝ, also satisfying the Markov conditions and the following equations

I(Ūŝ;Ys) = I(Uŝ;Ys), (6.16)

I(Ūŝ;Xŝ)− I(Ūŝ;Ys) = I(Uŝ;Xŝ)− I(Uŝ;Ys), (6.17)

for all s ∈ I(ŝ) and range size |X |+ |I(ŝ)|. Using this RV instead of Uŝ will not affect
the capacity results as it holds by using the property of Markov chain conditions that

I(Uŝ;Xŝ|Ys) = I(Uŝ;Xŝ)− I(Uŝ;Ys).

Define the stochastic matrices Ws : X → P(Y) with Ws := PYs|Xŝ . Define also the
following |X |+ |I(ŝ)| real valued continuous functions on P(X )

fx(PXŝ) := PXŝ(x) for every x ∈ X but one, (6.18)

f(PXŝ) := H(PXŝ), (6.19)

gs(PXŝ) := H(PXŝWs) for every s ∈ I(ŝ). (6.20)

Furthermore, the following equations hold∑
u∈Uŝ

PUŝ(u)fx(PXŝ|Uŝ(·|u)) = PXŝ(x) for every x ∈ X ,

∑
u∈Uŝ

PUŝ(u)f(PXŝ|Uŝ(·|u)) = H(Xŝ|Uŝ),∑
u∈Uŝ

PUŝ(u)gs(PXŝ|Uŝ(·|u)) = H(Ys|Uŝ) for every s ∈ I(ŝ).

Similarly as in [18, Lemma 15.5], by using these equations and Lemma 2.3, it follows
that for all functions in (6.18)-(6.20), there are |X |+ |I(ŝ)| elements Pu ∈ P(X ) with

u ∈ Ūŝ = {1, · · · , |X |+ |I(ŝ)|}, (6.21)

and αu ≥ 0 with
∑|X |+|I(ŝ)|

u=1 αu = 1, such that it holds

PXŝ(x) =

|X |+|I(ŝ)|∑
u=1

αufx(Pu), (6.22)

H(Xŝ|Uŝ) =

|X |+|I(ŝ)|∑
u=1

αuf(Pu), (6.23)

H(Ys|Uŝ) =

|X |+|I(ŝ)|∑
u=1

αugs(Pu). (6.24)

By using condition (6.22), we may define the RV Ūŝ such that

PŪXY,s(u, x, y) := αuPu(x)PYs|Xŝ(y|x),
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where (u, x, y) ∈ Ūŝ×X ×Y . This definition implies that the Markov chains Ūŝ−Xŝ−Ys
hold. Furthermore, conditions (6.23) and (6.24) imply that the conditions in (6.16)
and (6.17) also hold. Therefore, RV Ūŝ fulfills all the requirements and its range size is
given by (6.21) and upper bounded by |X |+ |I(ŝ)|.
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7 Conclusion

The SK capacity results which are given in this dissertation are first expressed for finite
compound sources and then extended to arbitrary (possibly infinite) ones where the set
of marginals is assumed to be finite.

The SK generation protocol for the finite case, uses a two phase approach to achieve
the given SK rate. In the first step, Alice estimates her marginal Xŝ and sends ŝ along
with other information which is obtained from her observation to Bob. Although, this
information is also received by Eve, it is shown that the strong secrecy and uniformity of
the generated SK is still guaranteed. In the second step, Bob uses this information includ-
ing the estimated marginal of Alice to generate an SK which satisfies the achievability
conditions for all elements of I(ŝ). The SK capacity results are then given as a function
of communication rate constraint. This model is also applied to the compound biometric
authentication systems to determine the SK region when strong secrecy is guaranteed.

For extending the results to arbitrary (possibly infinite) compound sources, it is
shown that for any infinite compound source, with a finite set of marginals, there exists
a sequence of approximating finite compound sources whose SK generation protocols
guarantee also the achievability of the given SK rate for the infinite source. The SK
capacity results are given here again as a function of communication rate constraint. In
case of degraded compound sources, the single-letter SK capacity is derived.

If the set of marginals Ŝ is also infinite, the SK rate might be smaller. This is because
in this case Alice might not always be able to estimate her exact marginal Xŝ. Even
small estimation errors might lead to completely different compound sets I(ŝ), and thus
different decoding results. An example of an infinite compound source with infinite set
of marginals is given in [31]. The SK capacities for that source are different in case
when Xŝ is exactly known to Alice and when this is not the case. In that work, an extra
condition called regularity is put on the infinite compound sources (quantum) to derive
the multi-letter SK capacity for the case when no communication rate constraint is taken
into account.

As future work, this extra regularity condition can be applied to infinite compound
sources (classical or quantum) to characterize the multi-letter SK capacity, where the
communication rate parameter is also taken into account. In this case, the set of marginals
would be also arbitrary and possibly infinite. This problem is still open and will be the
subject of future research.
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